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Foreword

What useful information is there in a standardized test given to
children all over the country in 30-45 minute sessions that A
skilled teacher does not know from interacting with a group of
pupils six hours a day 180 days a year? Not very much, many
people feel.

The insightful teacher engages in continuous informal
evaluation as this teacher-pupil ihteracti6n takes place. Much
of this evaluation becomes a part of the teaching itself, a

A

continuous kid-watching' as teachers observe their pupils
reading and responding to instruction. Some of it utilizes self-
constructed devices or published ones for observing and
analyzing what pupils are doing. These deviceseand procedures
vary considerably,in their complexity, but all of them come
under-the classification in this volume of informal.evaluation.
The are -informal in contrast to formal standardized or
criterion-referenced assessment tests. Beyond that they ob-
viously vary in just how formal' or informal they are. They also

vary in termsiof'how much knowledge they require of the
teacheK and h6Nimuch tontroj of the process of evaluation they
leave to the teacher.

Informal evaluation is pne for a variety of purpose's: to
plan instruction, to place pdpils at 'instructional levels, to
evaluate Oogress, to see strengths and weaknesses.

This book brings together a group of scholars who
'clearly know their informal reading evaluation. They present a
considerable range of such procedures, enough to extend the
teachei already committed to informal evaluation, enpugh to
inform those ready to begin informal evaluation, enough to,
provIde,an important source of infprmation for schNars in the
field.

The InternationalReading Association is proud to offer
this important contribution to reading evaluation. a

Kenneth S. Goodman, President
International Reading Association

1981-1982
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Introduction

It is not uncommon to meet teachers who feel very insecure about,
testing or evaluating feeding skills. Often' they _feel that the'
results obtained on a group test of reading or on some brief in-
dividual measure, are inaccurate, but they feel powerless to
challenge these. results. This volumearepresents a bringing to-
gether of a large number of alerna-yves that can be used by such
teachers. None of the,papers is, suggesting use of a specific test;
instead they describe, in detail, procedures that teachers can use
flexiblynd with a. wide variety of materials to answer questions
that will be helpful in planning a reading instructional program
for a child or group, of children. These various approaches and
techniques are all classified by the authors of this volume as "in:
formal evaluation procedures."

Virtually every comprehensive treatment of the measure-
ment of reading skills makes mention of "informal" approaches
to evaluation. Like so many terms in the field of reading educe-
ti , there ara Widely differing views of what informal reading
e aluation really is. This yolume takes the position that the term -,
"i formal evaluation" as applied to reading is a very broad one. .
Johns, in the introductory paper, outlines the Many purposes for
which informal measures rimy be used and briefly describes the
various forms that informal evaluation tools may take. Cunning-
ham looks at what Ultimately may be ttie'most powerful informal
evalukion toolitteacher observation. She particularly addresses
two central testing concept?, reliability and validity, that are all

,i30 often avoided in discussions for informal reading evaluation.
She ofieracohvincing argument as to why the ongoing observa-
tion that teachers can, make, as they interact with pupils in an in-
structional setting, may be the most reliable-and valid approach
that one can take in the diagnosis of reading behavior,.

ThQ,nekt five papers in tlie. volume are somewhat more
specific in purpose and scope.' Botel, clearly operating from .a
theoretical framework that views reading ,as- parrof a larger
langtiage tommunicatiim process, translates theoretical perspec-

. tive and experimental results into specific suggestions far.
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evaluating decoding as well as comprehension. Hammond speci-
fically addresses the manner in which oral reading should be
evaluated a how measures 9f oral reading should be inter-
preted. He to begins with a theoretical-position and moves to
practical suggestions. He looks at informal evaluation from the
perspective of a psycholinguistic view of the reading process and
integrates the results of the research done in the area of miscue
analysis.

The paper by Pikuiski and Tobin, which reviews the
various forms that doze techniques can take, illustrates the
breadth of the procedures that the authors of this volume see as

. falling under the heading "informal evaluation." Directions of-
fered for the construction and interpretation of doze tests are
Specific enough to serve as a useful guide to reading specialists
and classroom teachers interested in usiIg this technique.

Hansell's paper offers suggestions as to how teachers in
content areas can employ a variety of informal evaluation pro-
cedures to obtain information that will allow them to determine
the factors that may be limiting their students from obtaining in-
formation through printed materials. All too often informal
evluation is seen as a technique appropriate only for the spe-
cially trained teacher offending, Hansell shows tihat it can be pro--
fitably and efficiently used by an3, teacher.

Though the points of view expressed and .the ,specific re-
commendations made in 'the various papers are not always in
agreement, a thread that runs through all of this is that reading
must be viewed as a linguistic process and as pail of the la ger
area' of language and- communication. Cramer specifically il-
lustrates he interrelatedness of the language skills by sug-
gesting that if °teachers .begin to diagnostically analyze the
1,4%rriting that 'students produce, they will gain many insights into
gerferal language skills and mop specifica* into the reading
Skills that tlid.students Kissess.

, The final paper is somewhat different'from the others be-
cause rather than offering suggestions for the administration and
interpretation of reading diagnostic procedures,, it reviews the
evidence that exists regarding the value's and limitations of a
specfic form of testingInforn'ial Reading Inventories (IRIS).
like the point of view taken in this volume, there are many wh
would equate informal evaluation with IRIs, and, indeed, IRIS re-

c
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main one of the most common forms of reading evaluation use
Pikulski and Shanahan review the research that addresses ques-.
tions surrounding the use of these very 'popular instruments.

In addition to the common thread of viewing reading as be-
ing part oi the language process, the papers in this volume have-
at least one other quality'they. are nondogmatic. They consis-
tently make modest' claims for the techniques being recom-
mended; they consistently suggest that the results of any reading
evaluation must be viewed as tentative; they also consistently
suggest that unless the results are carefully, critically inter-
preted by informed, capable reading specialists in the. larger
framework of a student's day-to-day reading,perfo.rmance, the.re-
sults of an evaluation will be useless, and in some cases, poten-
tially destructiv4
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The Dimensions and Uses,of
Informal Reading Assessment

Jerry L. Johns
Northern Illinoi University

Purposes for Evaluation
The uses of informal evaluation vary considerably. While one
teacher might construct an informal reading test to assess a stu-
dent's ability to use maps in a social studied book, another
teacher might use students' performances on workbook pages to
help assess their ability to use context, cues or other reading
strategies. This article provides an overview of selected informal
strategies for assessing reading and reading-related behavior. A
perspective on informal assessment is given, followed by descrip-
tions and examples of the major types of informal assessment
strategies.

'Perspective on Informal Assessment in g
Informal tests and measures of reading performance vary

widely in theirscope and sophistication. They. also vary widely in
their validity and reliability which tend to depend, to a large
degree, on the care given to their construction and the uses for
which they,are employed.

Any type of assessment in reading must begin with clearly
defined purposes. There are at least four major purposes for infor-
mal assessment: 1) 'studying, evaluating, or diagnosing reading
behavior; 2) monit2ring student progress; 3) supplementing and
confirming inforjnation gained from standaidized and criterion-
referenced instruments; and 4) obtaioing information not readily
available from other sources..

10
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Informal Reading Assessment
As teachers develop, select, or use informal assessment

strategies. it is impqrtant that they keep their purposes ih mind.
Teadhers need to know whether their assessment focus is on
schools, classrdoms, iduals, JessonsAor programs. The range
of grades or areas of 'assessment shodld also be considered.
Generally, teachers tend to concern themselves with aspects e-f
their program of reading instruction, which implies that the as-
sessment strategies will be designed to assess students in a
classroom, setting, Thtre are also various leNels of assessment.
The suruey level focuses on global skills and abilities. The
specifielevel focuses on a particular skill or ability. The Intenkue
level concerns an in-depth appraisal of a student's reading
behavior and is often accomplished by a specialist in a clinic or
remedial setting.

4

Major Types of Informal Assessment Strategies
The inner-ocular technique For years teachers have 'been

using what this author has chosen to call the inner- ocular tech-
nique 11°T) for assessing and monitoring the reading program
(Johns, 1979a). The .erm was invented in hopes that this pseudo- T.--
scientific ab6reviat on might help teachers legitimize something
they have always one: use observation skills to help determine
whether their in ruction is producing,the desired results. This
form of evaluat'on is what Cunningham has referred.to in this 1
volume as "di gnosis by obserVation." Careful and systematic
observation an help teachers place students in appropriate
materials; a ess readiness for a given task, determine reading in-
terest; asses attitudes, and make decisions about decoding, com-
prehensio , and study skills. °When teachers put their observa-
tion skil to work, they employ a powerful form of assessment.
Perhap one of the frost compelling reasons for using the IOT is
that it provides a Continuousmethod to monitor or evaluate the
student's successes and failures in important components Of the
reading program The 10T is a dynamic process that builds 'on
day-to-day behavior. A detailed discussion of the value and forms
that this type of assessment takes is included in the next chapter
of this volume.

Confererices Related to the IOT is the teacher:student con-
ference. Such conferences, while b'fief, can help the teacybe-

4
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come better acqua,inted with the student, assess attitudes toward
reading, .uncoyer strategies for reconstructing meaning from
print, explore possible interests, discuss the book the student is
reading, assess oral reading (note that round- robin oral reading is
not used), and explore e student's notions about reading.

( Conferences can quently be strengthened by making
notes after the conferende using a checklist of items frequently
discussed. Notecards, folde or notebooks have been used suc-
cessfully by teachers to keep cords. Hill (1919) has provided an
extensive set of questions that an be used with older students
during conferences to assess thei reading-study habits.

, Informal reading invento Perhaps the mpst widely
known form of systematic informa assessment is the informal
reading inventory (IRI). An IRI is an individually administered
reading test composed of a series of graded word lists and greed

- passages that the student reads aloud to the teacher. As the stu-
dent reads, the teacher notes oral reading errors or miscues such
a.4 mispronunciations, omissions, repetitibris, and substitutions.
After the oral reading, the teacher asks the student comprehen-,
sion questions. Silent reading passages and4assages read to the
student to determine a listening comprehension level, both ac-
companied by comprehension checks, are also usually included.

The student's performance on thelm forms the basis for.
establishing a student's independent, instructional, and frustra-
tion.ading levels as well as strengths and weaknesses in word
recognition and comprehension. Perhaps the most important use
of the IRI is to help the teacher match t'he student's 5eading abil-
ity with appropriate instructional materials. Some educators
believe that as many as 50 to 70'perceneo- of students are placed in
books that are too difficult. Matching students with the appro-
priate-difficulty level of reading materials, therefore, may be,one
of the most iinportant actions a teacher can take to improve in-
struction.

In addition to determining the pioper level for instruction,
teachers can also use the results of an better understand
the student's ward attack apd comprehension strategies. Areas
frequently evaluated include context and language cues, phonic
cues, structural 'analysis, and the ability to answer various types
of comprehension questions. Orice:the studentrs1Treniligs and
weaknesses have been determined;aMoropriate reading strategy
lessons may be developed. The following sources provide guide-

.
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lines for the preparation of strategylessons: Allen and Watson
(1976), Christie(1979), Gillespie-Silver (1979), Johns (1975), Mar-
Ing (1978), and,Spiegei (1978).

Teachers may either construct their own IRIs or purchase
commercially published inventories. In 1977, Johns and others
prepared, a list of published reading inventories. Some of the IRIS
that have been published since 1977 include the following:

Analytical reading inventory, 2nd ed. (primer through 9)
Charles E. Merrill Publishing, '1300 Alum Creek Drive, Colum-
bus, Ohio 43216.

'Advanced reading inventory (grades 7 through college).
William Cr. Brown Company, 2460 Herpe? Boulevard, Dubuque,
Iowa 52001. .

.e.Rasic, reading' inventory, 2fi d e . (preprimer through 8).
Kendall 'Hunt Publishing, 2460 Kerper* Boulevard, Dubuque,
Iowa 5200i.

Elewall reading inventory (preprimer through 9). Allyn and
Bacon. 470 Atlantic Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts 02210.

Informal reading assessment (preprimer through 12). Rand
'McNally, Box 7600, Chicago, Illinois 60680:

For those who are interested in preparing their .own IRIs,
the following sources are recommended: Johnson and Kres
(1965), Leibert (19691, Valmont (1972), and,Zintz (1975)..Rese
related to the effectiveness of infOrmal reading inventories is
summarized in this volume in the chapter by Pikulski and
Shana han.

Cloze procedure. The doze procedure is yet another form of
informal evaluation that can be used for a variet3i,of assessment
purposes. Generally, it involves omitting words from pa ;agraphs
of material, replacing the omitted word with blanks of uniform
length, and asking students to fill in the omitted,words.

Teachers :who, wish to use the .doze procedure 'for
evaluating the suitability of reading materials should refer to the
chapter in thisNolume by Pikulski and Tobin. It includes details
related to constructing, scoring, and interpreting doze tests.

Teachers can use doze informally to help teach students
how.to use conttext cues and to improve their comprehension

4
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(Jongsma, 1980). The general procedure is to delete words in
some rational manner; e.g., verbs or nouns. Students are then
told to fill in a word that makes sense. After words have been sup-
plied, a discussion of the appropriateness of students' responses
occurs. When doze is used to teach context cues 'or to improve
comprehension, synonym scoring of responses is recommended.
Teachers can ask students whether the word(s) they suggest
make sense in the context of the sentence, paragraph, or passage.

Teachers may find the work of Rankin (1977) particularly
helpful fin developing strategies for introducing the "c12;Ze pro-
cedure, selecting reading passages and word deletions, using
visual cues, and providing appropriate reinforcements. An an-
notated bibliography on,thedlo2e proceditie his been prepared by
McKenna and Ttobinson (1980). Other recent sources for helping
teachers use the doze procedure include Arnold and Miller (1980)
and Ekwal111976).

Attitude inventories. More and more teachers realize 4hat a
reading program, if it is to be successful, must have at least two
major goals: to teach students how to read, and to create
students who want to read. Measurements of students' attitudes-
bhoome important if the secont goal of the reading program is to
be achieved.

Attitude surveys represent ane way of obtaining some no-
do of students' attitudes toward reading. In the primary

es, statements like the following could be read to students
who could respond by circling yes/no on an answer sheet or cir-
cling the appropriate face( O O 1.;

I canread as fast as the good readers.
I like to read.

gliike to read long stories.
The books I read in school are too hard.
I need more help in reading.
I worry quite a bit about my reading in school.
I read at home.
I would rather read than watch television.
I am a poor reader.
I like my parents to read to me.

14
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In the rindk;lle grades, students could respond to,the follow-
ing ten stateMents by circling agree, undecided, -nr.slisagree on
their answer sheets:

Reading is a good way to spend -spare time
Most books are too long and dull.
There should be more free reading in schoOl.
Reading is as important as watching television.
Reading is boring.
Reading is rewarding to me.
I think reading is fun.
Teachers ask me to read books.that are too hard.

. I am a poor readei.
My parents spend quite a bit, of timeYeadingt

Thbre are several questionnaires that have been Published
to help measure students' attitudes toward reading. QuestiOn-
bakes that may be of interest,to teachers include:

Askov, Eunice N. Primary pupil reading attitude inven-
tory'. Dubuque, :Iowa: Kendall/Hunt,1973:

Estes, Thomas E. A scale to measure attitudes toward
reading, Journal of Reading, November 1971, 15, -135-138. Fur-
ther validation of this scale can be found in Kenneth L..Dbilin and .-

,Robert D. Chester, A validation study of the Estes attitude scale,
Journal of Reading, October 19744, 18, 56-59.

Heathington, Betty S., and Alexander, J. Estill. A child -'
based observation checklist to assess attitudes toward reading.
Reading Teacher, April 1978, 31, 169-771.

LaPray, Margaret. Helping children to become indepen-
dent readers. New York: Center for Applied Research in Educa-
tion, 1972.

Rowell, C. Glennon. Ali attitude scale for reading. Reading
Teacher, February 1972, 25, 442-447.

Tullock-Rhody, Regina, and Alexander, J. Estill. A scale
for assessing' attitudes toward reading in 'secondary schools.
Journal of Reading, April 1980, 28, 609-614.

Vaughan, Joseph L. Jr. A scale to measure attitudes
toward teaching reading in content, classrooms. Journal of
Reading, April 1977, 20, 605-609.

6
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Interest inventories. Most inter entoriestonsist f a
series of questions or.incom sentences that kelp teachers
find but such things as students' likes, dislikes, hobbies, in-
terests, family activities, and use of free time. The inventories
can be administered orally or in written form. One of the major
reasons for administering an interest inventory is to gain infor-
mation to fielP use instructional techniques and books ap-
propriate to students' interests and needs.

One informal student interest inventory is in the form of a
news story. Incomplete sentences help students write about their
family, friends, pets, wishes, travels, 'hobbies, television, and
books. Several sample incomplete sentences include:

°My father and I like to
I would like to have a pet
I, do not like
My - reads to me.
One of my hobbies is

In addition, some of the following questionsmay be useful:
What kinds of books or stories do you like?
What books or magazines do you have at home?
Which Comic books do you like to read?

Numerous interest ,intVentories are available for use or
adaptation by teachers in the following sources:

Farr, Roger, and Roser, Nancy. Teaching a child to read.
New YOrk: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1979.

Harris, Larry A., and Smith, Carl B. Reading instruction,
3rd ed..New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1980.

Strickler, Darryl, and 'Eller, William. Attitudes and in-
terests: In Pose Lamb and Richard i".rnold (Eds.), Teaching
Reading. Belmont, California: Wadsworth, 1980.lbw

After the student has completed an inventory, the teacher
can review and study. the responses to get clues about interest
patteins. Because interest and reading preferences are largely in-
dividual and subject to chin teachers shoulthusescaution in
drawing conclusions.

16
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Workboo4. and worksheets. The many worksheet's' and
workbook pages included in most reading priograms provide
another means for assessing reading skills ona regular basis. The
workbook pages and worksheets are designed-to provide practice
with a particular reading skill. such as selecting the main idea of
a short passage. If that worksheet is composed otta series of short
passages and several statementg lone of which is the main idea),
the teacher can use the exercise as one method' to determine
which students may need additional instruction with the skill of
identifying, main ideas-.

An advantage of worksheets and workbook pages is their
accessibility. Carefully selecting appropriate workbook or
worksheet exercises will provide the teacher with an ongoing
means of assessment that, if properly used, can help evaluate the
effectiveness of skills instruction.

OtSier .informal measures. There are several additional in-
formal means . o gathering information to aid in assessing
reading: cumulative records, student-kept records, and numerous
other informal tests.

4 Cumulative records are one means for developing a
longitudinal view of the student's reading. Such records usually
contain test results (standardized and inforial), observations by
prtvioqs teachers, health and family information, attendance
records, bo-oks read, and special instruction that has been given.
Although cumulative records sometimes contain vague and
somewhat subjective materials, they can sometimes provide in-
sight for instruction or suggest an interest area that can be used
to motivate the student's reading.

Studentkept records can be initiated by teachers Co help
the student keep track of books read, favorite stories, scores on
workbooks/worksheets, or progrpss in various learning centers.
These records may provide insights into numerous areas.of the
reading program.

There are a host of informal tests that the teacher can con-. struct to assess prereading, decoding, and comprehension skills.
Some of these informal tests require little effort to construct
while others demand several hours. For example, a teacher who
wishes to determine which students may need instruction in the
thirteen most common basic sight words (Johns, 1979b) could

8,
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merely prepare a card containing the words (a, and, for, he, in, is,
it, of, that, the, to, was, you. As the student says the words, the
teacher records respOnses on a simple record sheet.

In the upper grades, informal tests of study skills and the
ability to use the textbooks are sometimes constructed by
teachers. Teachers in the upper grades may find the-following
sources. useful for constructing info&al tests that help evaluate
whether students can profit from and effectively use content area
materials..

K.arlin, Robert. Teaching reading in high school, 3rd ed. In-
dianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1977.

Viox, Ruth G. Evaluating reading and study skills in the
secondary classroom: A guide for content teachers. Newark,
Delaware: International Reading Association, 1968.

Summary
Various informal techniques have been described to help

teachers assess students' reading behavior. No single method of
assessment is sufficiently valid or reliable that it alone should
'form the basis of assessment.

Teachers need to realize that informal tests represent one
part of a balanced assessment program. Standardized, diag-
nostic, and crittrion:referenced tests should also be used.-
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Without/his halEince", instruction may become misdirected,
which, in turn, may work against helping students become effi-
dent and effective readers. All teachers use some of these infor-
mal techniques. Teachers need to remember that informal assess-
ment techniques are a legitiniate means to gain insights into t
teaching of reading. ,

.
, li

To help teachers use the informal strategies described in
this,article, the chart on page 9 maybe useful in showing some
of the major areas in the reading program that may be eval-
uated with informal measures. .
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Diagnosis by Observation
.011110.

Patricia Cunningham
Wake Forest University

"`Good morning, Ms. Jones. This Johnny. Johnny, just moved
into our school district and he is going to be in your third grade."
The principal smiles and exits leaving Johnny with Ms. Jones.
Ms. Jones puts anatm arbund a frightened Johnny and leads him
into the claisroom. She appoints two of her more capable, con-
genial students to be Johnny's spe.cial friends for the week and
makes a special effort to enstre that Johnny becomes a pa$ of
the classroom as soon as possible. Meanwhile, Ms. Jones wonders
about Johnny. "On what level does he read and in which group
should he be placed?" "What skills has he mastered and on which
ones does he eurrently need to work?" "Is he a child who can
identify words better than he can comprehend what he is reading,
or is he if child who has trouble identifying words but makes good
use, of those words he can identify?"

These and many other questions go through Ms. Jones'
mind as She watches Johnny become acclimated to her classroom.
How will she answer these questions? Perhaps there will besome
useful information, n the recprds that will come from his old
school. She may be able to gain additional information-by giving
Johnny some standardized or, teacher-made tests. The answers to
most of Ms. Jones' questions, however, will not magically appear
as numbers on a score repoit or as rig* and wrong answers on a
test. The answers to most of her questions will appear as Ms.
Jones interacts with and systematically observes Amy on a
'clay-to-day basis. This system of diagnosis is sometimes labeled
in readinctextbooks as "diagnosis by observation." Teachers
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"\
refer to it differently. "I don't know ha,w I do it," repliesn Par-
ticularly effective 'teacher. when asked ho he knows which
children need what when. "I just follow my intuition's," replies
another teacher. "Doing wkiat comes naturally," says a third
teacher.

4Good teachers know-the rading.heeds of their students.
The problem is that teachers often are unable to articulate how
they know and, consequently, are unable to share their talents
with ethers. I blow this is true because, for many years, I was
one of those teachers who "had a feel for what to do" and was at a
1os8 to communicate this feeling..to my principal, supervisor, or
other interested teachers. For the most part, principals and
super.isors, seeing that I achieved OW results with children,
left me alone to do it in whatever mysterious way I could. Today,
however, I don't believe I would be granted that freedom. Intui-
tion is out. Criterion referenced tests, behavi4a1 objectives, and
nanagement skills systems are in. The implementation of these
"grand plans for reading success" was probably well intentioned.
There are teachers who lack "intuition" and a feel for what to do
next. These teachers simply could not provide each child with ap-
propriate instruction becalm?, they didn't know what to do. So,
pencil and paper tests were designed and keyed to objectives and
materials. "Intuition" would no longer be il.equisite for gold in
.struction. One need only administer and score thelests, prescribe
the appropriately keyed lessons and administer some more'tests.
This test, prescribe, test, plescribe, sequence could then be ccm-
firmed over and over again. Unfortunately, these grand plans
have not worked out as well in practice as one might have ex-
pected them to. While they seemed to provide a workable system
for the teacher who did not know how to use observation effec-
tively, the system was far from foolproof. When a child seemed to
have mastered skills, and still wasn't learning to read, the naive
teacher still didn't know what to* even Ivhen test results werr
available. Worse, however, was the damage done to the teaching
of the intuitive teachers. Jinable to explain how what they were
doing worked, intuitive teachers often It forced to adopt sys-
tems which 'seemed objective and lirecise'but which often proved

.

to be less 'effective and, time consuming.
Occasionally, I have voiced my concerns to some of my col-

leagues who are advocates of skills management systems. Their
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response? often are that they my coneernthat the intuitive
teacher is being stifled and they .know that no syetemr.even the
one they are.advocating, is foolproof; however, they also maintain
it is urireasonableto expect them to accept an "intuitive" system
that can't even be explained. Although some teachers can "just

°# do it, "-others can't: Can this latter group be taught to "do it?"
The remainder of this article will be devoted to accepting the
challenge of extflaining intuitive teaching,' which can also be
called "diagnosis by ,observation.;

Reliability and Validity of Diagnosis by Observation
When ,aest maker or a curriculum specialist attempts to

sell a test to, teachers or administrators, the terms validity and
*reliability are sure, to be bandied about. Often, these technical

sounding terms are. accompanied by some impressive sounding
numbers. "This test has clearly established concurrent validity
and a test -retest reliability of .88," is, the kind of argument in-
tuitive teachers,find hard to refute. Assessment must, indeed,,be
valid and reliable if it is goiag to help us make instructional deci-
sions. IntuitiVe teachers have a knack fot making their observa-
tions valid and reliable even though they seldom use these terms,
often cannot define them, and never have impressive numbers.

A person is said to be reliable if that peilson can be de-
pended on, time and time again, to do whatever'he.or she is ex-
pected to do. Nunnatly (1967) states that, ."Reliability concerns
.the extent to which measurements are repeatable by the same in-
dividual using different measures of the same attribute-or by dif-
ferent persons_using the same pleasure of_an attribute." An as-

.° s'essment measure is said to be ratable if it can be depended on,
time and time again, to do what it is expected-to do. If a measure.
is very reliable, it will yield approximately the same results today
as it will tomorrow or next week You can rely on the consistency
of the response. Test makers achieve reliability in a number: of
ways, one of which is by including many different items to mea-
sure each skill. A student may miss one of the items due to-confu-
sion, inattention, or fatigue and get most of the, other items ckr-

-... rect. Another student may correctly guess the answer to an item
but show the tru,.deficiency by responding incorrectly to the re-
mainderolthe kems."The scores cd both students will be fairly

At t 4.
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reliable if there are a number of different'items testing the same
skill because the judgment is not likely to be made based on the
one chance mistake or guess.

The intuitive teachp achieves reliability in a similar man-
ner. Judgments are never made based on one observation. When I
taught first grade, we played the "whisper game" every day to
conclude our reading group. I would present some task to the
students: "Today, I want you each to whisper in my ear a word
that-begins with the letter m." "This mornin I have a 'magic
sentence on my magic slate for all my good rea rs to whisper to
me." "Whisper to me Something funny that happened in today's
story." The task related to a skill I was working on and, as each
child finished whispering, I would unobt.cusively note the success
or .failure on a checklist. I would never decidirthat a particular
child knew th sou d/letter correspondence for the initial conso-
nant m otcoul new words in context or remember-major
eventsfrora a st ry sed on one day's whispering..Rather, I n
would repeat he tasks jaked to a parti6ilar skill several times.
I would eventu lly conclude that those child whq responded
correctly to trik.t\ k each time, or.who only responded incorrectly
once, were doing. well with the skill in question. children who
almost never responded correctly were identified and given addi-
tional individual instruction. For the few children whose perfor-
mance was inconsistent from one day to another, I would sit
down with each individually and probe in more depth their
understand)ng or lack of understaxiipng of the skill in question.

There are Many other strategies besides the whisper game
by which intuitive teachers ,achieve the goal of reliability. All of
these strategies call for making several Obfervations of each
desired skill before making a decision. Intuitive teachers use
every pupil response for activities to increase student participa-
tion and to "get a feel for". which students are learning, which
aren't; and which need some one-on-one probing. Intuitive
teachers ask students to write down an indMdual response to a
thought provoking question and take that written response to a
small grotip which wild discuss and perhaps even argue over the

.varied responses. As the children interact in small groups, the in-
tuitive teacher is circulating and making notes abobt the higher
level thinking abilities of each student. Intuitive teachers who
have a long drive to and from school sometimes rtape-the oral
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reading of some of their children ananti then listen to these tapes
while driving to or from school.

These anOumerous other structured, planned, systematic .

observations carried' out by intuititie teachers allow these
teachers to make instructional decisions upon which they can
rely. Because these observations are carried out across several
day s or weeks or months, the judgments achieve a high degree of "

reliability. Unlike judgments based on a test which is given in a
single sitting, ongping teacher observations are not affected by
day-to-day changes in students' physical ,health or emotional
stability.

The concept of validity is somewhat harder to ex$lain than
the concept of reliability. Nunnally 967) state at, "In a very.
general sense, a measuring instrume t is v if it does what it is
intended to do." Validity of measur e t refers to the Match be-
tween the concept or skillhto be measured and the,gkeans by which
it is measured. A measure is valid to the extent that it measures
what it was intended to measure. This distinction may seem aca-
demic and superfluous since we ought to be able to assume that
any instrument will measure what it is intended to measure. This
assumption, however, is often questionable when one considers

e limitations of pencil and paper tests. An example should
clarify these limitations.

Irixagine, for example, that a reading skill important for
beginning readers to master is the association between consonant
letters and the sounds commonly associated with these letters.
Creating a valid paper and pencil test of this knowledge would ap-
pearpear quite simple. One could create a test which contained some
pictures, and ask students to write the letter they thought the
name of the picture began with. Is this a'valid measure of their
knowledge? When the tests have been scored, will the teacher
know which students have this initialconsonant knowledge and
which don't? The answe'n'is, "Perhaps!." Imagine, for example,
that some gtudents don't know or can't remember the names for
some of the pictures. Students who look at a picture of a dog, call
it' a puppy, and write the letter p under the picture have the
wrong answer and the right knowledge. Imagine other children
who write the letter botinder the picture thinking they have the

) knowledge that the test was designed to evaluate. Other students
may be ableio spell dog, and write the letter d under the picture.

/ .
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If this response was generated by a memorized spelling, the cor-
rect response does not indicate, that the children havebathieyed,
the desired sound/symbol correspondence. In order to create a
valid test of students' consonant sound knowledge, the test
creator would have to be sure that most Of the stimuius pictures,
were familiar to the children, called by the-desired name, and not
farkliliar enough to have their spelling memorized,'

There is, however, a much more serious and insurmount-
able bstacle to the test procedure described above, This is
relate to the issue of why it is desirable for students tp be able to
associate consonant letters with sounds. This knowledge, in and
of itself, is useless. It becomes useful only when th udent fan
use this knowledge and the context of what is being to
decode an unfamiliar word. What we really want ftrlents to do
to apply their knowledge of letter/sound relationshipt as the
read. The previously described test procedure is aimed'at
the student's letter/sound association knowledge, not the pplica
tion of this in real reading. So;li the desired,skill is the ability to
tide this knowledge in reading, howCan this be measured validly?
The answer to this question is obvious and simple. Put the
children in a "real" reading situation in which they can demon-
strate their.ability.

Iinaglile that Mr. Jones, Master Intuitive Teacher, desires
to know which students have learned consonant latter/sound
associations and can apply them as they are reading. How would
he find this .9ut? He would probably carry out a lesson that
looked like thr.

"Boys and girls, this morning I put some sentences on the
board. While I wasn't looking, a leprechaun sneaked in and
covered up some of my words with these shamroc)(s. He
mu pt want us to play a guessing game since this is $t.
Patrick's Day, a special day for leprechauns. Let's read
each sentence together saying 'blank' when we-come to the
covereamords. Then let's guess which word the leprechaun
Covered up." (Students read the first sentence and make
four or five guesses for the blank.; "We certainly have a lot
of guesses. How can we decide which is right? Yes, we
Could uncover the whole word, but _look here, the sham-
rocks are cut so that the left corner of each comes off. The
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leprechaun must want us to have some extra clues. Let's
tear just this corner off." (Corner is torn off revealing the
initial consonant of the word.) "Aha! He did give us some
extra clues. Now, which of our guesses are still possible?
Yes, that word begins with an 1 so it could be lake but not

. pond, ocean, or river. Let's try the 4- e s t in the same way.
First, without any clues we will guess how the word
begins. Then, we will make new guesses based on the clue
our leprechaun left us."

The lessdM continues and, once the sentences on the board
are completed, each child is given a mimeographed sheet on
which is written three sentences. Each sentencehas a word with a
shamrock drawn over all but the initial consonant. Students are
told that the leprechaun )eft them each a surprise (Leprechaun
picture to color and a puzzle are at the bottom of each sheet).
Students are then asked to read each sentence, saying "blank"
when they come to the shamrock and trying to figure out what
will go in that blank that makes sensR and begins with the clue
left by the leprechaun. When they think they know what goes in
each blank, they can come up and whisper the responses to the
teacher and then telling no the else what their guess was, they
can color the leprechaun anclAmplete the puzzle he left for them.

As the students whisper in Mr. Jones' ear, he makes notes
about two abilities, the ability to use context to`come with a
response that makes sense in the sentence and the abilit
initial consonant fetter/sound associations to figure out unknown
words. AS the morning goes on and Mr. Jones works with other
groups, he continues to structure lessons and tasks which allow
him to diagnose by observing which students can do what.

Because these observations occur as a natural part of the
lesson, children are able to demonstrate Iffeir true.ability uncon-
founded by the anxiety, panic, and inability to understand direc-
tions that often result from the knowledge that one is taking
test. Because the teacher has structured the observations so that
decisions are based on the correct or incorrect responses of the
children, the teacher views these respo s in an objective, un-
biased way. Because these observations !re always conducted in
the context of "real" reading, the teacher can observe not only
whether or not students have learned certain associations, but
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also whether or not they can apply what they have learned as
they read. Intuitive teachers achieve validity by objectively
measuring what they choose to measure in a natural context
which simulates as closely as possible the tasks children are ac-
tually required to perform as they read.

A Theory of Reading as a
Guide to Diagnosis by Observation

At this point, you are probably asking yourself a very im-
pQrtant question: How do intuitive teachers know what to mea-
sure and when to measure it? How do they decide which children
need to be evaluated? The ability to know what they need to
diagnose for students at differing stages of reading ability is
what, in my belief, separates and distinguishes the intuitive
teacher from the nonintuitive teacher. Even though few intuitive
teachers will admit it, and many are not even aware of. it, in-
tuitive teachers have a theory of reading.

It is with fear and trepidation that I even mention the
word, theory, much less assert that it lies at the heart of intuitive
teaching. In teacher training and inservice, theory has become
almost a dirty word. "Teachers need practical suggestions,
teaching strategies they can use tomorrow," we are constantly
told. Theory is seen as extraneous to 'successful teaching and
learning.

The backlash against theory is an understandable and prob-
ably a justified phenomenon. In too many cases, teachers have
been taught theory that had little or no applicibility in
classrooms. Even when the theory had applications to real
teaching, the teaching of this theory was, like much teaching of
reading, not taken to the application level. Professors assutited
that teachers would be able to evolve strategies and implement
classroom practices consistent with the theory they were taught.
In many cases, this proved to be an erroneous assumption. The
saying, however, that "there is nothing as practical as a good
theory" is true if teachers have been taught how to apply the
theOry or if teachers have evolved a theory based on their careful,
thoughtful, evaluation of the success and failure of various
teaching practices with children It different stages of reading
development. 4
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Now, many of you may question the statement-that intui-
the teachers have a theory of readirig. You may want to test my.,
assertion by running out and stopping teachers on the way to the
lunchroom and asking them to. state in 100' words or less their
theory of reading. The response you will get from these teachers
will probably convince you that they not only don't have ath9efe37
of reading but are hostile to the whale idea of theory and to you!
If, howetier, you really want to know if a particular teacher has a
theory of feeding, engage that teacher in a dialogue in which you
ask questions such as. "What do you do when a child is reading
and substitutes a word that doesn't change the meaning of what
is being read?" or "Do children have to know letter es before
they can begin learning to read some words?" or " ould a child
whiS is in the fourth grade but is jading at the 22 le el be allowed
to point to the words while reading?" "What about finger-
pointing for a Cliitti reading in the preprimers ? " Intuitive
teachers have answers to these questions. The answers, may vary
front teacher to teacher just as the theory held by teachers may
vary. However, intuitive teachers can answer questions ?elating
to how reading is learned, which abilities are prerequisite to
others, and which reading strategies are appropriate at various
levels of development. This practical theory held by intuitive
teachers is not a set of abstract constructs but rather a 'set of
beliefs which guide the intuitive teacher to ask the right ques-
tions at the right time.

Test makers also have'a theory of reading. This theory is
evidenced by the.type of tasks included on the test. It is on this

"basis that intuitive teachers and test makers/promoters often
part compiny. In buying a test, one doesn't just buy the how of
measurement, one buys the what. A test does more than provide
a way of measuring A test, by its very being, determines what
you will measure, whom you will evaluate, and when. If the
theory of the test maker and the theory of the teacher are incom-
patible, the teacher is locked into not Only testing but also
teachingin a way which is "counterintuitive."

A Balanced Program of Diagnosis
You may have inferred as you read this article that I am

unalterably opposed to any use of standardized or criterion

7.
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referenced tests. Not so! Standardized tests serve the important
function of giving us some information about thq, overall effec-
tiveness of our reading program. I am not oppos-ed to the use of
standardized tests when the results of these tests are Used as
they were intended to be usedto make judgments about how
groups of individuals are progressing toward meeting the v io
curriculum goals. I am opposed to the misuse of standardized
test scores to make decisions about how individual children are
progressing. Many test makers and test manuals will clearly
state the the standard error of measurement inherent in the test
renders the test results invalidas they relate to the progress of an
.individual.

I am also not opposed to the wise use of criterion and
teacher-made tests when these tests are selected by the teacher
who will use them. When a teacher selects a test whichVill,give
information about how various children are progressing toward
achieving certain goals, the test selected is generally compatible
with the 'theory of 'reading held by the teacher. Information
gained from the administration of tikacher-selected tests is apt to
help that teacher make instruction decisions and support that
teacher's intuitive judgments.

What I an opposed to is the systemwide, countrywide, or
statewide imposition of a test package on all teachers. While the
purchase and implementation of these neat, packaged, efficierit
systems hold tremendous appeal for parents, supervisors, ad-
ministrators, school board members, and legislators, a growing
number of "master teachers" stand firmlyconvinced that these
systems are hindering rather than promoting good instruction;
These systems often represent a short cut.to the goal of improved
reading instruction; the path of these systems may be shorter,
but it may also be more hazardous; many could be lost tocliff add
gulley.

Univebrsally good diagnosis will become a reality when we
have universally good instruction. Such instruction can become a
reality only if we have universally good teachers. This article has
attempted to describe what it is that intuitive teachers dO.,
Through preservice and inservice training, our teachers can learn
effective instructional techniques and can come to develop a
theory of reading. They can be taught to make valid and reliable
observations and to select tests consistent with their beliefs. The
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. ,
training of intuitive teachers will not be a quick, neat,
manageable process, 1?ut the product will be as effective and as
lasting as the process was long and painstaking. While the ath

I niay be longer, the coming home will be surer.,
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The Quality of Reading Miscues

W. Dorsey Hammond
Oakland University

A cental question in diagnosis of any reading performtince is
simply: How well does .the student read? The question is com-
monly answered by the comprehension section of an inform
reading inventory (utl) which typically reports the results in
terms of reading grade level. The means by wlgch diagnosticia
have arrived at' a level of comprehension tratlitionallY' has bee
the answering of questions after oral or silent reading. A retelling
procedure sometimes has been seen as an alternative to the use ofquestion's and is currently being used and advocated by somediagnosticians.

There are two other informal approaches commonly used to
diagnose reading performapce: A word recognition in isolationtest, and word recognition in context test. The word recognition
in isolation score is.obtained by having the subject read lists ofwoIrds of increasing levels of difficulty. An alternate procedure
used with word lists is tb present each word in a "flash" and "un-
timed" mode. This method assumes that a correct response on a"flash" presentation is representative of a child's sight
vocabulary, Whereas the "untimed" presentation is reprepen-tative of the reader's use of phonics. Despite the lack of empirical
evidence to support the diagnostic utility of this procedure, it is
nevertheless advocated by many reading diagnosticians:

The word recognition in context score seems to deserve
more attention since it reflects e reader's performance with
materials that are far less cont ved and artificial than are lists of
isolated words. The word reco 'tion in context score is obtained
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by noting terrors such as substitutions, omissions, and
mispronunciations as the student reads orally. The results are
usually reported as a percentage score that is obtained by
dividing the number of words into the number of recorded errors.
For example, if the passage is two hundred (200) Ards in length
and the reader makes twenty

m
(20) errors, the score Would be

ninety percent. There are, however, probles with the scoring of
measures of word recognition in context. Diagnosticians have
had difficulty deciding what constitutes , errorsuch as
whether self-corrections, regressiong, and meantgful versus non
meaningful substitutions are errors. As early as 1946, Betts
pointed to the problem of determining just what constitutes a
reading error. Harris and Sipay (1975) used a checklist td include
detail and to weigh oral reading, errors. Johns (1978) suggests
counting all errors or miscues* and then _subtracting dialect
miscues, corrected miscues, and all Vscues that do not change
meaning for a net score of significant xVscues.

ProCedures such as those sugges'ted by,Harris or Johns
which are designed to deal with the ntialitative aspects of oral
reading may be valuable, but they also seem somewhat over-
simplified. The determination of whether,or not an oral reading
error affects meaning is not a one-dimensional consideration. For
example, does the error change the meaning of the sentence? Is
an error meaningful within the context of the story, but not
meaningful within a given sentence? In short, the evaluation of
oral reading is a fairly complex activity that must focus on the
nature of the errors. made and particularly upon the extent to

'which these errors distort the meaning of a passage.
In recent years, Kenneth Goodman and his colleagues have

built a model of how reading takes place; and they proposed a
comprehensive diagnostic appch for looking at oral reading
miscues based upon that model. Publication of the Reading
Miscue Inventory (RMI) by Y. Goodman and Burke (1972) is the
result of the work they have done in the area of analyzing oral
reading miscues.

For the moment, the terms miscue and errors willobe used interchangeably to
refer to any instance where what is read is different from the text of what is being,
read. A rationale for why the term miscue is preferred will be developed in the
next few pages.
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The RMI is designed to serve as a diagnostic instrument for
classroom teachers and clinicians; it is bated on a model of
reading which maintains that there are three cue systems used in
wading: semantics or meaning clues, synta or grammatical
clues, and graphophonics or sotind and visual clu All three cue
systems are used simultaneously by a mature reader and [Al
three cue systems interact with one another. Another important
part of the Goodman model stresses that meaning is, both the
goal of reading and a means by which one reads and recognizes
words.

iGoodman's Model of Reading, with which the RMI is con-
sistent, is based on theAtudy of hundreds of students reading
orally from text. This intensive study of oral reading led to
several conclusions:

1. Errors or miscues are not random, but follow a pattern.
2. Some errors or miscues appear to be more serious than

others; in other wards, some lead.to a loss of meaning,
i4t others do not.

3. Errors or miscues are not the result of careless reading
nor, in many instance's, the result of poor reading since
good readers also depart'from text.

4. The same words can be cued correctly in one setting or
context and miscued in another.

(7.

These findings led to the use of the term miscue, which seemed a
descriptively better term than the commonly used term error.
The research (Goodman, 190; Goodman & .Goodman, 1978)
validated what many reading diagnosticians already intuitively
knew.; that errors or miscues don't just happen and that.some
miscues don't interfere wi comprehensioh, and actually may
enhance understanding, w ile other miscues reflect poor com-
prehension. Nevertheless, e term miscue seemed a more ap-
propriate term since it sou ds less judgmental..

- The findings that miscues are seldom the result of careless
reading and that words may be recognized in one setting and not
in another suggest that the commonly held notion that a word is
either known or unknown is not supportable. The findings further
suggest that the process by which, a reader identifies words can-
not be fully explained by traditionally defined Word recognition
skills. In many, or most, cases what ti leader produces orally is a

Quality of Reading Miscues 34 .
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result of the use of meaning, the anticipation of meaning, or of
syntactical clues.

It is the balanced use of the three cue systems (meaning,
syntax, and graphoptionics) that identifies the effective reader.
For example, too much reliance on word recognition or on con-
textual clues can be detrimental to, the reading process. The
following sentence illustrates the complex interactive nature of
the three cues:

Soon his three sisters and two brothel's, would come,
home. .

David, a fourteen-year-old, read the sentence as:.
"Sun, his thi ?d sister and two brothers would come he

soon.-
Traditionally, one would count- four errors in this

sentence, however, much more is to be gained from a qualitative
interpretation of David's Miscues. In effect, he seems to have
changed the word soon into the subject of the sentence and then
he seems to have done what a good reader attempts tg. do: he
changed three to third and deleted the s on sisters, which makes
sense both semantically and syntactiCally. Merely scoring errors
in this instance rather than noting a meaningful ,Constrd&tion
would penalize this reader for the use of a reasonable strategy. ,...,

:-..... The insertion of soon at the end of the sentence is more dif-
ficult

. .
to explain. My own interpretation is that it represents

simple insertion notivated hy a desire for closure. Its s
unlikely that he suddenly remembered that he had .mispro-
nouncpd soon and merely placed it at the end of the sentence. Nor
does it seem likely that he suddenly swept his eyes back to the
begiding of the sentence and "corrected" his first miscue. If this
were the case, he would have most likely wrellor paraphrased
the entire sentence; which he did not.

Let's,,examine another example from David's oral reading.
He had great difficulty with the following sentence:

And I, me, Myself---I need a- place of my own.
David struggled with the beginning four words of the sentence,

. et most assuredly these are words he can recognize in isolation.
ere he encountered difficulty because-thes ords seldom ap-

pear in this particular syntactic configuration. .
A miscue inventory, as .exemplified by t e Goodman and

Burke R1/ : 0". ; : tatite linterpre tion to help ex-.h
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plain such reading behavior's. The RMI by Goodman and Burke
(1972) asks nixie questions about each 'miscue. They are: ,

1. Is it a dialect variation?
2. Is it an intonation miscue?
3. The extent of graphic similarity?
4. The extent of sound similarity?
5. The grammatical function of the miscue?-.
6. Is the miscue corrected?
7. The grammatical acceptability of the miscue (in context

of prior and subsequent connected discourse)?
8. The semantic acceptability' of the miscue (in Ontext of

prior and subsequent text)?
9. The extent of meaning loss?

Questions three and four deal with the r 1 tionships f tweenlet-
ters and sounds, questions five.and "seven with grammar or syn-
tax, eighrand nineWith meaning. Question six is plarticularly im-
portant because it asks if correction of the miscue As attempted.'
The reason readers correct a miscue is almost invariably because
it either "doesn't sound right" or ,doesn't make sense." Atten-
tion to grammar and meaning cause good readers to reprocess
and, in effect, use good reading strategies to correct miscues.

4.Miscue research strongly suggests that when good readers
-miscue, they err on the side of meaning; tiereas, poor readers err
on the side of phonics, One of the strengths of miscue analysis is
in the breadth of the instrument; namely, that ills able to ac-
count for greater incidence of reader departure from text. The
RMI allows for interpretations that are not possible with m6re
traditional instruments!

An example of a fourth grade student illustrates another
reason for analyzing miScueequalitatively; In a text of approx-
imately 7h0 words this reader miscued more than .75 times. Yet,
in the retelling of the text, about which he had limited prior
knowled s able to dem nstrate a superb understanding
of what he had read. His mis es were good miscues as opposed
to bad miscues. One could e, of course, that this reader is not
a good oral readd, but one could not question the fact that he is a
'very good reader, because he comprehends what he reads.

'After using miAue inventories for several years, I have
reached the following conclusions:

1. The evaluation of word recognition inisolation isless
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valuable than originally believed. The results of such
evaluations are not particularly informative.

2. The word recognition in context score, appears to have
less value and validity than practice seems to suggest.

3. A systematic miscue inventory helps explain why
students do what they do as they read.

4. Reading miscue analysis suggests that many children
rely too heavily on phonic.or graphophonic clues.

5. Miscue analysis provides insights into the reading pro-
cess ifself.

6. Milcue analysis has demonstrated the necessity of tape
recording an oral reading performance in order to make
reliable interpretations. It is impossible to code oral
reading, for whatever purpose, simply by listening once
a the child reads.

In practice, it is not necessary to administer miscue inven-
tories to all students. However, intensive miscue training fort
cla om teachers and diagnosticians is strongly recommended
si e such training will significantly strengthenthe ability of the
teacher to draw diagnostic conclusions from observation during
instruction. ', =04,

In the history of diagnosis sof reading performance, there
have been significant advances made b.oth in procedures and in-
strdments. This writer regards the Reading Miscue Inventory as
the most significant diagnostic instrument since the populariza-
tion of informal leading procedures. over thirty -five years ago.
Because of its theoretical base, its focus on the process of
reading, its breadth in terms of accommodating all three cueing
systems, and its focus on qualitative performance, the R'MI pro-
cedure allows a much more adequate response to the question,
"How well does a student read?"
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New Informal Approaches to Evaluatifig,
Word Recognition and Comprehension

Morton Botel
University of Pennsylvania

There are some who behave as though reading is a productthe
sum of the separate skills measured by tests. In contrast, there
are those who think of reading as a processan aspect of the
learner's continuous search for meaning. The second of these
positions most closely represents the view of learning to read
that will be taken in this paper. I believe that we enhance the
search for meaning most productively thrgugh'what might bey,
called 0/iStic reading-learning experiences, that is activities
which treat reading as part of a meaningful language experience.
Examples of productive holistic experiences include regular daily
periods of listening to literature, self-selectedreading, oral com-
posing, and self-selected writing.

Likewise, it seems reasonable, think that we encourage
and increase the search for meaning by helping the learneo get
tohnopi the workings of language through the processes of going
from the whole of language to the parts and, back to the whole
again. Throughout these activities the emphasis is consistently
on the learner's ,construction of meanings. This process of going

`Vom the whole to parts and then back to the whole again will be
referred to as a holistic/analytic/synthetic process. Examples of
'productive learning experiences in this mode include closure or
doze type exercises, sentence making. (How many different
sentences can be made by arranging and rearranging a selected
group of words from a story?), word making (How many different
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words can be made by arranging and rearranging a selected
group of letters of letter patterns fFnm story ?): andiearning to
study informational, mat4ial using'a \ttnified stud approach, like
SQ4R It might be helpful to also illustrate activities that are not:.
holistic in nature, but instead are illustrative'of how reading
skills are fractional. Learning an isolatedtgroup of sight, words,
learning how to "sound out"---individual letters, studying "the"
meanings of a list of words, and coif practice exercises on a so-
called subskill of comprehension such as reading for details in a
test-type format are all illustrations of nonholistic activities._

As students are engaged in'holistic and holistic/analytic/
synthetic language experiences, teachers can observe reading
behavior, botli word recognition and comprehension. This kind of
observation' is Often called diagnostic teaching. As students
engage in hdlistic experiences, such as the reading and oral
rereading of passages of material or the Oral reading of original
student writing, word recognition and Comprehension abilities
can be demonstrated and observed in situations that are far lens
artificial and contrived than is frequently the Case in evaluating
reading skills. As Goodman (1979) has emphasized, and as Ham-
mond points out in an earlier chapter of,this volume,.an observa-
tional focus on the reader as a searcher for meaning gives us a
way of looking at errors or miscues in a way that aj,kows the'
quality of the deviation to be taken into consideration. Thu's
errors which do not interfere with meaning, such as corrected er-
rors, dialect variations, meaningful substitutions, and insignifi-
cant omissions can be discounted as compared with refusals and
misreadings that do interfere with 'meaning. Observations of
reading by teachers in classrooms over time clearly portray the
learner in the most valid, reliable, and useful way.

There is some disagreement as to the minimal unit that can
legitimately serve as the means of evaluating reading. In the
following statement, Goodman and Page present their concerns *4*
with respect to evaluation using sentences and words rather than
larger units of meaningful language.

The isolated word list test strategy described here is com-
mon in school systems. It is probably worse than no test
strategy at all because the info'rmatien it yyields is confus-e
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ing and misleading ...*ading is treated as though tha
performance of identifying isolated words by saying their
sounds is the same as the reading process itself (Page,
1979, 75)

Reading ,,tests frequently establish minimal reading
situations Which greatly impair the operation of one or
more of the language systems. One common procedure is
to introduce a sentence or short paragraph with one
underlined tvord in it followed by several items, one of
which is supposed to be a synonym forthe underlined word
(Goodman, 1979, p. 16).

I respectfully both agree and disagree with these
statements. I agree that the fragmented view of reading men-
tioned earlier places too much emphasis on isolated elenients and
so-called, subskills unsupported by science. I disagree with the
statements because most linguisth, cognitive psychologists, and
psycholinguists have concluded that being conscious of how
language operates is important in learning to read. This langtiage
awareness is developed when the learner works on aspects of
decoding at the syllable, word, and sentence level. For example,
in one analysis of the research in beginning reading instruction,
Gibson and Levin (1975, pp. 323-324) concluded that the begin-

~ ning reader already has skills of gaining information using syn-
tactic and semantic clues, but needs to4develop conscious
awareness of the relationship between letters and sounds because
"there is nothing in language behavloror other content previous-
ly atquired by the child that will transfer to this aspect of the
reading task." Their specific reference to the sentence and word
as an appropriate basid for instruction is:,"The child should en-
counter sentences from the very beginning oPtraining, because
the sentence is the minimal unit that 1) insures. comprehension

""-an0).provides all three types of information [semantic, syntactic
and grAphophonic]. A differentiation model will be followed, that
is, the complete sentence will be introduced first,and then will be
broken down into its componlnt parts."-

In another comprehensive review of research sponsored by
the National Institute of Education to determine je.schat we know
today about reading instruction, Weaver (1978) also concluded
that direct instruction in decoding should be a primary focus of
early reading instruction.
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There are seven research findings that seem especially sup-
portive of the use of instructional strategies based on a holistic/
analytic/synthetic mode of language experience. These findings
also have implications for the evaluation of reading skills. These
findings are:

1. It is conceptually easier to learn to recognize words as
representing meaning directly rather than as representing
consonant and vowel sounds (Goodman, 1979; Rozin,
Poritsky, & Sotsky, 1971).

2. It is easier to recognize words in context than in isola-
tion (Goodman, 1979).

3. At the same time the search for meaning is encour-
aged, attention of the learner should gradually be focused
on the relationship between letters and sounds, sometimes
called the graphophonic principle. In learning this princi-
ple, the syllable is a more concrete perceptual unit and,
therefore, a more learnable unit than the phoneme (Gleit-
man & Rozin, 1977; Liberman et al., 1977; Rozin & Greit-
man, 1977).

4. The young reader should acquire "a set for
diversity," i.e., an Understanding that a letter may stand
for more than one sound (Gibson k Levin, 1975, p. 324).

5. The general ability to recognize words in isolation at
the primary leyels is highly correlated with the ability to
recognize these words in context. Furthermore, the ability
to read spelling pattern syllables and nonsense words is
highly correlated with general reading comprehension.
Such a correlation does not suggest that we ought to teach
words in isolation or to practice decoding by using non -
'sense words (Calfee, Chapman, & Venezky, 1972;
Shankweiler & Liberman, 1972).

6. Vocabulary knowledge is highly correlated with
general reading comprehenSion (Anderson & Freebody,
1979).

7. General reading comprehension cannot be reliably
subdivided into subskills, not even into the skill of deriv-
ing explicit meaning and the skill 'of deriving implicit
meaning (Mason, Osborn, & Rosenshine, 1977).

These seven research findings suggest principles for
designing objective measures for determining: 1) the reading in-.
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An Earlier Approach to Informal` Evaluation
A short history of my search for general measures for an in-

structional level for reading and for a measure of mastery of
English spelling patterns follows:

In the early 1950s I developed three subtests that became
the Botel Reading Inventory (1978). With only one reading/
English consultant for Bucks County Schools in Pennsylvania
(some 45,000 students) there was a pressing need to have some
realistic ways for helping classroom teachers determine the in-
structional levels of their students. Since almost all of our
teachers used basal readers and since it was found that over 25
percent of our elementary school students were placed in basal
readers at their frustration level, the placement of students at
their correct instructional level became a very important pro-
gram objective.

After trying various approaches, a combination of a word
recognition test (as an estimate of oral reading fluency) and a
word opposites test (as an estimate of silent reading comprehen-
sion) was found to be a valid, reliable, and useful battery for the
correct placement of students in basal readers.

The Word Recognition Test included preprimer through
fourth level word- lists sampled from the Botel 1180 Common
Words (Botel, 1976), derived from a frequency study df the com-
mon words in five major basal readers. The ability to read aloud
correctly at least 70 percent of the words in a list was regarded as
mastery at the indicated level. This score corresponded to 95 per-
cent oral fluency in context (obviously context helps). Uncor-

' i'ected mispronunciations and krefusals were counted as errors.
The Word Opposites Test, included first reader through

senior high school words sampled from the Botel 1180 Common
Words and the Lorge Thorndike Word Book of 30,000 Words.
The ability to read silently and correctly identify at least 70 per-
cent of the word opposites was regarded as indicating mastery at
the indiCated
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As a measure of mastery of ,the major patterns of decoding,
The Phonics Mastery Test of the Botel -Reading Inventory
sampled four levels of decoding: Level ABeginning Con-
sonants, Blends, and Rhyming Words; Level BVowel Sound/
Spelling Relationships; Level CMultisyllabic Words;.and Level
.DMultisyllabic Nonsense Wdrds. The first three levels cor-
responded roughly with the graphophonic content of typical
basal readers at the time in grade's one, two, three. The format for
determining knowledge of phonics in Levels A and B was the
ability to write the first letter or vowel sound heard in a word. I
later came to believe that, the ability to read syllables was the
more valid means for determining knowledge of the alphabetic«
system and the new Botel Reading Inventory (1978i represents
that view. s

In addition, during the same time period, I developed a
criterion system called the Cooperative Reading Checkout for ad-
vancing students from one level of their basal reader to the next.
Essentially this involved, a collaborative decision between the
teacher and the principal whenever the teacher believed the
students had mastered a given level bf the basal. Mastery was
defined as reading in the last unit of the basal reader with at least
95 percent fluency in the oral reading of stories with at least 75_
percent comprehension in silent reading. Oral reading errors were
defined as mispronunciations or refusals. Repetitions, insertions,
and substitutions were not regarded as errors for the purposes of
meeting the criterion if themeaning of the-passage was not essen-
tially changed. Comprehension was judged by average perfor-
mance on workbook pages dealing with comprehension done in-
dependently by the student at that level.

Given one or both of these procedures, teachers were en-
couraged to observe student performance in daily tasks and
modify instructiop.and placement. accordingly.

These procedures still seem reasonably valid and most par-
simonious with respect to the management problems of class-
room teachers and in the larger context ofAkcomprehensive
reading/language arts instructional framework:w

In more recent years as I continue my search for efficient,
useful, and time-economizing ways of testing students, I
developed and am researching two additional procedures for ob-
taining criterion referenced measures of student reading com-
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petence. These are:'1) the Botel Milestone Tests (BMT), and 2) a
procedure for developing a maze test for placement/mastery' in
any basal reader prbgram.

Principles for Constructing the
Botel Milestone Tests (BMT)

The seven research findings cited earlier in this paper
formed the basis for the derivation of four general principles on
which the BMT is built. These four principles are:

1. Tests of reading should be constructed so as to use the
sentence as the primary unit of testing since the
sentence includes semantic, syntactic, and grapho-
phonic clues and since the sentence is a convenient unit.

2. General reading comprehension skill can be estimated
through% the use of a vocabulary-in-context approach.
Such an approach is recommended because no scientific
distinctions can be made in determining the subskills of
comprehension and since a vocabulary measure is more
predictive of general comprehension than any other
measure of general comprehension. To put it another
way, a vocabulary-in-context measure is not just a
vocabulary test, it is'the ideal surrogate test for general
compiehension.

i. Two groups of tests should be constructed one to
determine the student's ability to recognize the most
common words in sentences and to decode the most
common syllable/spelling patterns, and one to deter-,
mine the student's ability to comprehend increasingly
difficult material.

4. To achieve validity and reliability the words for the
sentences should be randomly chosen or some other
means should be used to obtain a representative'sample
of words. Valid studies' of frequency of word use and
semantic knowledge of students at various grade levels
qhould be used. The preprimer word recognition test
should be developed from the Botel 1180 Common
Words (1976), the decoding tests from the American.
Heritage Word Frequency Book (Carroll, Davies, &
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Riclimohd, 1971), and the advanced comprehension
tests from Dale and O'Rourke's-Lining Wort? Vocabu-
lary (1976).

A brief description follows each oithe subtests (and two ex-
5Mples of each subtest) of the.Botel Milestone Test?Each subtest
islead silently. The mastery criterion for each subtest is 90 to
140 percent. A score of 70 to 80 percent on a subtest suggests
that subtest level is the student's instructional level. Sixty per-
cent or lower is regarded as indicating frustration at that level.

FOUNDATION SUBTESTS.
DECODING/COMPREHENSION (I.3)

Functional Subtest A: Decode and comprehend sentences composed
only of words commonly found in basal readers at the preprimer level
(e.g. little, jump, play).

1. Is mother in the up house me?
2. I have a big blue ball Ted_ for.

Functional Subtest B: Decode and comprehend sentences in which most
words have the regularly spelled CVC (shortAwel) pattein (C = conso-
nant, V = vowel), such as web, mad, log.

1. Mom and Dad dug mud ill met.,
2. Pam sells her pot and her nods pans sits.

Functional Subtext C: Decode and comprehend sentences in which most
words have the regularly spelled cvce (long vowel) pattern such as cage,
pipe, tide.

1. P {te is hiding the tire in the wise cave cane.
2. Jane rode the bike to thg lake mate ,wake.

Functional Subtest D: Decode and comprehend sentences in which most.
words have the semi-regularly cvvc patterns, including the vowel
sounds other than long or short such as cow, toy, noon; the r controlled
vowel such as tar, dirt, form; and the alternate (other than those in
Subtest B) spellings of the long vowel sounds such as beef tea, sail.

1. Ray paid for the meat with the mood coins calm.
2. At noon he will feed hay to the _joy. _sigh_ cows.

Functional Subtest E: Decode and comprehend sentences in which most
words have the regularly spelled CCVCC (short vowel) pattern and ccvcce
(long vowel) pattern (cc = consonant clusters, V = vowel) such as twist,
crash, shade, slope.

1. At camp Jack slept in a frog_ tent luck.
2. Gwen put the silk belt on the . grade shine dress.

Functional Subtest F: Decode and comprehend sentences in which most
words have the semi-regularly CCVVCC and CCVVCCe patterns including
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the vowel sounds other than long or short such as mount, shoot; the r
controlled vowel sound such as storm, march; and the alternate (other
than those in Subtest E) spellings of th6 long vowel sounds such as
brain, feast. flight.

1. Mark spread the creamy cheese on the
blow bread burst.

2. Jean fainted when she saw the doubt teach ghost.

ADVANCED SUBTESTS: LEVELS OF COMPREHENSION 1412)

Functional Subtest G. Comprehend word meanings in sentence contexts
at fourth and fifth grade levels.

1. The teacher admires good students.
thinks well of settles down puts blame on

2. His gafhbling Left him broke.
like a boy very smart without any money

Functional Subtests H, I, J, and K would successively evaluate the com-
prehension of word meanings in sentence contexts at grade levpls: six
and seven, eight and nine, ten and eleven, twelve and thirteen. The for-
mat of the test would be the same as that for Level G; increasingly more
challenging voca items would be used.

Procedures for Constru tion of a Clozure Type (Maze)
Test for Instructional Placement

I have outlined the second new approach I am proposing
for determining a student's instructional level in any basal
reader. An exam e of such a test then follows.

1. Choose a t ny or a coherent part of a story (more than
one, if you want alternate tests) in the last unit of each
booldevel, beginning at the primer level (there are too
few words in the preprimer). The story.seginent should
be appro,ximately 100-200 words long.

2. Delete selectively 10. to 15 percent of the words in the
. story. Choose words for deletion that were introduced in

the basal at that booldevel (words introduced at a
booldevel are usually listed in the appendix of the book).

3. Type this story, leaving a long blank line for each word
deleted. This should be long enough for three words.

4. On each blank line, type the word deleted and two foil
words. Take the foil words from the list of words in-
troduced in that booldevel or the previous level.
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5. Have other per;ons read your test to check for Ambi-
guity, ay.Pkward language, or items showing a bias of
any kind.

6. Have the test typed or printed in readable type.
7. Before giving the test, instruct the students on how to

take such tests; use sample paragraphs at a lower level
of difficulty. Instruct the students to: 1) read the para-
graphs or story segment all the way through, 2)
sentence-by-sentence, choose the correct word from
those on each line, and 3) mark the correct word.

8. Consider # score of 80 percent t 90 percent on a test to
be strong evidence that the st dent has mastered that
level, i.e. can read books at the ext higher level at least.
Consider the first level at whic the student falls below
80 percent e0 90 percent to be his instructional leVel.

9. 'Administer this test near the beginning of the year to
place students in basal readers and administer "it again
to confirm mastery of each level when teachers believe
students have successfully completed each level.

10. When the teacher's observational judgment of a par-
ticular student's achievement is not confirmed by the
test, the situation should be studied further. One option
is to give the student the test individually as an oral
reading test. Or the teacher might confer with a

, facilitating teacher or an administrator who has also
observed the child.

name
ze

-22 Level

date ,

BAllY HERCULES AND THE GIANT SNAKES* a .

Little Hercules' mother tucked him and his twin brother into
their crabs cribs drawer. "Good nightbabies," she said as she put out -
the light. Then, just as she closed the bedroom door, two giaut snakes, 4.pythons, came though throw through the open window.

Explorations, in D.C. Heath, by Ikhorton Hotel, John
Dawkins, and AlvifiGranowsky, 1973. I
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In the moonlight sunlight bedtime the babies saw the snakes
coming toward them. Soon the huddle huge huggable pythons-;would
wrap themselves afraid arrow around the baby boys.

. "Mom V Mommy!" Hercules' brother cried. He tried tied told
get out of hi crib. Theii mother, hearing the screams, ran quietly
ickl queerly toward their room.

"Mommy! Mommy!" Hercules' .brother .cried again. But the
ba4 Hercules wasra, a bit afraid. He stood up and wasted waited
wor ed quietly And when the pythons came near, he grabbed them by
their ecks near next and held them.

By the time their mother Opehed the door, she saw dr snakes
thrashi 'g their giant baskets babies bodies back and forth. Baby Her-
cules wa holdingone i ach hand.

Conclusi
The mo t tfid, reliable, and useful approach for the infor-

mal appraisal of word recognition and reading comprehension is
observation of the reader reading in naturalistic settings over
time. Documentation of oral and silent reading in self-selected

3naterials, reading one's own compositions, reading plays, and
rereading ,textual material portrays the many faces of word
recognition and coo ehension.

In addition hers and schools typically want an objec-
tive criterion-referenced measure of the student's competence in
word recognition and comprehension. Given the unreliability of
tests of subskills below the level of the syllable in word recogni-
tion and below the level of general comprehension, diagnostic
tests at these sublevels fail to meet the requirements of science.
Instead, milestones tests of general competence in word recogni-
tion and comprehension can be developed to provide helpful infor-
mation for placement and for planning ingtructibn. Several pro-
cedures I havg developed for this purpose represent some of the
options available. ,....

....
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Thetloze PrOcedure as an
sInfOrinal Assessment Technique

' John J. Pikulskt .

and
Aileen Webb Tobin
University of Delaware

Although the doze procedure as originally introduced as a
technique for assessing readability (Taylor, 1953), its uses as an
evaluation tool for reading have expanded in many directions
within the past two decades. The doze procedure possesses the
fdltowing characteristics which are freqUently associated with in-
formal evaluation procedurt jor reading: 1) it can be teacher-
constructed rather than being in published form, 2) it can be con-
structed from materials that might be used for instructional pur-
poses, 3) it uses preestablished standards to judge the adequacy
of an' inctiv4ylual's performance \rattier than comparing 'an in-
dividual's performance to someipormative standards, and 4) it
can yield information that can be helpful in making decisions
about the levels at which, a student might best profit from in-

*structiOxr. .).
Par the reasons mentioned above, these authors feel that a

strong case can be made for viewing the doze procedure as an in-
formal evaluation tool for reading. However, for those-who nar-
rowly equate informal evaluation, (clearly not the position in this
volume) with informal reading inventories, the doze procedure
will seem very different from informal methods. While IRIS are in-
dividually administered, doze tests Are 'typically group ad-
ministered; Ville IRIs take samples of reading material. from
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texts without altering the form of that material, doze procedures
reclkiire changing the text by omitting some of the words; while
IRIs tend to rely heavily on oral readin to evaluate word iden-
tification or decoding skills, doze evaluatio materials tend to be
silently read; while IRIs assess comprehension through asking
questions that tend ttkrely on both understanding of the material
and memory for the material, doze procedure assesses the ability
to use grammatical and meaning clues to fill In the missing parts
of a message.

Thus, the position taken in this paper is that the doze
technique is one of the many informal approaches that can be
taken to measure reading. The striking differences that exist 1?e-
tween doze and informal reading inventories make doze an ideal 41s-
compliment to a full informal inventory. Because IRIs are in-
dividually administered, and they comprehensively evaluate
reading skills through a variety of approaches, they serve best as
highly diagnostic instruments that yield information useful for
making judgments about individual children. However, the very
advantages of IRIs immediately present a disadvantagethey are
very time-consuming to administer and require much diagnostic
skill for adequate interpretation. In contrast, since doze is a
group procedure it can

of

administered very quickly and effi-
ciently to large numbers of students. The results from a doze test
are ajso interpreted in a fairly'straightfor%ard fashion; however,
like most group procedures, doze sacrifices the ability to make
detailed diagnostic obseivations, and it lacks the precision of
results that can be achieved through individually administered
instruments. For these reasons it is best to think of the doze pro=
cedure as a screening device that efficiently and quickly yields
results that must be viewed as tentative.

In spite of a tremendous amount of research involving doze
as an evaluative procedure, as might be expected, there are still
many unanswered questions about how effective the procedure is
as a diagnostic tool and the form that doze procedures should
take. Some of the questions surrounding the effectiveness of
doze will be addressed in the later sections of this paper; the bulk
of the paper-will focus on the various practical approaches that,
have been suggested for the use of this technique.
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Description of the Cloze Technique
The term doze was introduced by Wilson Taylor in 1953. It

is derived fro* the word closure, which is a concept borrowed
from the gestalt school of psychology. This school of psyChology
developed in an attempt to explain the complex phenomena of
perception. The psychological approaches developed to that date
seemed at a loss to explain the difference between what actually
was occurring. (sensations and what human beings tend to
perceive. For example, what in reality is a series of individual pic-
tures, rapidly sh ri and v ing only slightly, is perceived as a
picture with move eat. A mosaic is really a large number of in-
dividual pieces .of material, yet it is perceMed as a picture.
Through a study of complex perceptual phenomenum, the gestalt
psychologists arrived at a series of perceptual "laws," one of
which was the IA of "closure" which stated that when a familiar
object is presented with some detail lacking, there is a
psiehological tendency to set that object as a whole unless a
deliberate attempt is made to find a missing part.

Taylor reasoned that the same' psychological tendency
would exist with respect to written materialsthat if there were
missing pieces, there vultild be a natural psychological tendency
for people to fill in the gaps to ttry to achieve a complete whole.
For example, given the sentence "I think I'll go for a walk in

e ," there are a number of words that immediately come
to ind=rirt, park, woods, water, night, sun. The familiarity of
the language and contixe of the sentence create wtendency to

ant to close or complete the sentence.
"In effect, doze is a way of measuring how familiar the

reader is with the language and content of the material to be read.
From another point of view, ids a way of measuring the close-
ness of the language and background of the author and the
reader; the closer the match between the two, the easier the read-
ing material will be. For example many of you reading this book
would have little difficulty in filling in the missing word for the
sentence: "The combinations ch, sh, and th, are all illustrations
of ." Because many of you bring a backgound in reading
with you, you probably are able to identify the missing word as
being digraphs; however, given the sentence, "Annealing with
a laser beamtwas introduced in 1974 by Russian scien-
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tists," many.of you might have trouble filling in the missing
word pulsed because you're not familiar with the technolpgy of
microelectric devices. In short then, doze is a method, whereby.
words are omitted from sentences and a reader is asked to fill in
the missing words. The form that doze takes will vary depending
on the purposes for which it was constructed.

Uses for Cloze
Although there is,some evidence to suggest that the doze

procedure. might be used as an alternative to standardized tests
of reading achievement (see Biddey, Eikington, & Bickley, 1970;
Rankin, 1974), most reading specialists and consultants tend to
concur that it can be more profitably adopted for the following
purposes:

1. To assess the readability of material. While much of the.
material in this volume focuses on the evaluation of the
skills a reader possesses, there is constant concern in the
field of reading about evaluating the Afficulty of
reading materials as well, The most frequent apprcach
taken to evaluating the difficulty in readability, of
materials is the use of readability formulae. However,'
most of the popular readability formulae appear to have
serious limitations and most tend to rely solely on some
measure of word difficulty (either number of syllables in
the word or the fact that a word is not on a list of com-
mon words) and on sentence Complexity which is usually
measured through sentence length. Because of the
restricted nature of these formulae, it is impossible for

it, them to measure factors such as the use of an unusual
meaning for a common word, highly symbolic language,
awkward and confusing sentence structure, the rate at
which new ideas are introduced or the use of illustra-
tions to support the development of an idea. In effect,
readability formulae tend to be rat 'her static, over-
simplified approaches to trying to-measure the difficul-
ty a piece of material will present for a reader. One other
important consideration is that readability formulae fail
to consider the background of experience that a reader
possesses for reading a particular piece of material. As
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noted earlier, most readers of this chapter will be Jar
more successful reading materials related to the field of
reading than in reading about Microelectronic tech-
nology. Cloze has the distinct advantage as an approach
to readability of allowing a direct assessment of the in-,
teraction of readers with reading materials. All of the $

factors which will make a'piece of material easy or dif-
ficult will influence' whether- or not an individual 'or"
group of people will ltre' able to fill in words that have
been deleted from a selektion. In his original works
Taylor (1953) found a high rate of agreement between "i-
realability formulae and doze in rankitglh4 difficulty.
of three passages which appeared to wain few of the
fa,ctors beyond word length and sentence 2.ngth that in-
fluence readability; however, when he compared the
rankings of three passages which deliberately- violated,' .

some of the assumptions underlying the use of common
fo ulae, doze proved a 'more adequate measure of

ability.
The use of doze as a measure of readibility will

probably remain limited because it does not yield the
traditional grade level scores that many teachers and
reading specialists have come to expect. Through the
use of doze scores', passages or Looks can be ranked
from easiest to most difficult but not categorized as
fourth or sixth reader level. There is a roundabout,way
for assigning a gradescore based on clone; but this will
be explained later in the.chapter after-the disCussion of
the construction, miring, and. interpretation, of doze
tests.

2. To place students in basalreadv series and other types
of graded,' instructional materials. When doze is used
for tklis purpose, it is probably most like an IRI in func-
tion, The test materials can be Constructed by selecting
one or more passages from each of the texts'that are be-

, ing considered for instructional use. By administering
selections from several reader levels it becomes possible
to estimate a student's intependent and frustration
levels. (Criterion scores for determining functional read-
ing levels are presented and' discussed latet in this

a
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chapter.) The' differences between the use of doze for
estimating an instructional level compared ,to diag-
nostically establishing an instructional level from an IRI
has already been mentiqned. .

There is, however, some research which allows for an
estimate of the amount of agreement likely between es-
tablishing an instructional level from doze as compared
with an IRI. There is evidence (Cunningham &" Cunn-
ingham, 1978; Jones & Pikulski, 1974) that the two will
agree 70 to 80 percent of the time. Thus, doze procedure
seems a very reasonable screening device for instruc-
tional placement in reading.

3. To evaluate the appropriateness of content area texts.
Given the practical utility of the doze procedure as a
technique for placing students in basal readers, it is
perhaps not surprising that content area teachers are
often encouraged to use this procedure to select texts
that are written at an appropriate level of difficulty or to
try to identify those students who may need special help
or support in order to be able to profitably use a text.
However, while it seems reasonable to assume that con-
tent area teachers should have no difficulty adapting
doze to screen their students for instructioftal place-
ment, it is usually inappropriate to assume that it will
enable them to place their individual students in texts
written at their instructional levels. Even when teachers
have the option of placing their students in more than
one text, it is often necessary to choose a text that is
poorly suited to the reading ability of a large number of
students. This is partially due to the fact that students
are usually as'signed to content area classes without con-
sidering either, the range of differences in their reading
ability or the range of materials that are available to the
teacher. But it is also a matter of praCticality: texts dif-
fer in their content and organization, and teachers who
are expected to teach a variety of classed simply lack the
time to vary their instruction accordingly.
'Thus, in many instances, doze can be recommended

only with the expectation that it will help content area
teachers select texts appropriate for the majority of the

40,
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students in their classes. However, it may also suggest
the need for some small group work involving discus-
sion of vocabulary and concepts central to the content
to be read before this group of students is expected to
complete reading assignments, especially, when the ag-
sigmments are to be completed independently.

A major advantage to the use of doze in content areas
lies in the fact that, it is relatively simple to construct,
administer, and score. Many content area teachers
simply do not.have the background to allow, them to use
more complex assessment procedures.' The're is also the
obvious advantage of allowing for group administration
of this procedure.

Types of Cloze Tests
Conventional, random delition clozp tests. As suested',

the purpose, of the evaluation often deterrhineS how a doze test
might be best constructed,administered, and scored. When the
purpose of the evaluation is 'ally of the three just discussed (to

'measure readability, place students, in appropriate reading
materials, or assess readers' 'abilities to dope with thetdemands of
content area texts!, teachers are Usually advised to use a random
deletion doze. In this form of doze test (prpbably the most corn._
monly.used form), every fifth word is deleted, regardless of the
word. In some variations of this procedute, it is recommended
that every. sevepth or tenth word be omitted? The random- dele-
tion form of doze ha; been the subject of a great deal of research.
and is very east to construct, admihister, and score.

,
construction of random deletion doze tests. Recommenued ,

procedures for constructing a random deletion doze test are ae.
follows:

1. Select a passage of approximately 250-300 wort's. This
passage should appar to be represeptatkve or typicalof
the content of the book. If the bsiok. becomes progres-
sively more difficult, try to select a passage from the se-
cond quarter of the book.

2. Inspect the passage to insure that it is not heavily
dependent on information preseheed earlier in the text.
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If it contains a number of anaphoric words and phrases
(e.g., it, this, the§e, points) which have referents found
only in earlier sebtions of the text, 'another passage
should be selegted.'

3. keep intact the first and last sentences.
4. Randomly choose qne of the first five words in the sec-

ond sentence, Beginning with this word, omikeyery fifth
word until 50 words have been deleted. A word is defin-
ed as any group of letters set off by spaces. Thus, a
number such as 1980 should ;be deleted as if it were a
single word. However, hyphenated words are generally
considered two separate words, 'except in instances
where the prefix cannot stand aldne as in co-opt.

5. Replace the deleted words with blanks of uniform
length, and number each of the blanks consecutively.

6. Prepare an answer sheet that the students can use to
record their responses.

To illustrate the form that a random deletion doze test takes,
the next paragraph of this chapter is written in the form of doze
test. It is an abbreviated-form in that it has 15 rather than the
recommended 50 blanks. If you have never taken a doze test, you
might find it interesting to try to fill in the missing words. You
would probal* find it helpful to list the numbers 1 to 15 on a
-piece of paper and write next to each number the word you think
should be inserted in the corresponding blank. The omitted words
are listed at the end of the pkragraph.

.

. The decision to delete every fifth word is based on both
practical and empiriCal considerations. In addition to
the 1 that it can be I adopted to construct a
number of test items IL a reasonably short passage, A
Taylor (1956) and MacGinitie 6 have provided evidence
'to 1 that an every-fifth-word 3:pattern provides the
maxiniuro 9 of context necessary to 10 reliable re-
sponses. Leaving more 11_ four words between the 12
blanks had no .effect°13 the restoration of missing 14
and, thus, no apparentlh: The Obvious disadvantage to

' using every sixth or seventh, etc., word is that students`
need to read longer passages in order to respond to 50
deletion items. ,
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Omitted words are: 1. fact 2. easily 3. large 4. from 5.
both 6. (1961) 7. suggest 8. deldtion 9. amount 10. elicit
11. than 12. doze 13. on 14. words 15. advantages

Using a 250-300 word passage is also a recommendation
based on experimental evidence. Generally, a 250-300 word,'
50-item doze passage can be expected to yield a reliability coeffi-
dent in the neighborhood of .85 (Bormuth, 1975). Although this
seems sufficient for most of a teacher's purposes, it must be em-.
phasized that an individual's score on a test having a reliability
coefficient of less than .90 cannot be interpreted with a great deal,
of confidence. At best, it represents only an estimate of the
students' ability to deal with tii6 demands of the material.
ri-lowever, it seems sbmewhat rmpractical torecommend that the
teacher select a longer passage since it would benecessary to dou-
ble the number of test items in order to raise the reliability to a
minimum of .90 (Bormuth, 1975).

In addition, a doze test based on a 250-300 word passage
has several practical advantages. A passage of this length hap-
penS to fit comfortably on a single sheet of paper and, as a result,
it is likely to encounter less student resistance than tests con-
structed from longer passages. Also, it is easy to calculate
percentage scores on a 50-item testsimply multiply by 2.

Administration. If students have had no previous ex-
perience with doze, it is advisable to do a practice exercise. This
exercise should be constructed from materials that are fairly easy
fcir the students to read and should consist of apprOximately 10
itegins. To conserve time and facilitate group discussion, the exer-
cise may be written on the board or displayed with d'n overhead
projector.

Instructions will differ depending on the age of the stu-
dents and the type of doze test that is to be administered. When
a random deletion doze is being used, the following directions or
some variation might be used:

Some words have been left out of these sentences. Your job is to
fill in as many of the missing words as possible. Some of the later
sentences may give you clues about the earlier ones. The best
thing to do 0 to read through all ofd the sentences first, and then
go back to /the beginning and try to fill in the blanks. Only one
word goes in each blank.

5- Jr
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After the students have had sufficient time to.read the
passage, individual students should be asked for possible
answers. Any answers that are meaningful and syntactically cor-
rect should be accepted. This should help studebti recognize that
there are, at times, several reasonable choices for filling in the
blanks. If an answer does not seem reasonable (e.g., it instead of
they, when a plurtil noun is the referent), the clues that might be
used to help the students choose a more appropriate response
should be discussed.

Once the introductory exercise hes bee&cOmpleted, copies
---Of the doze test hould be ;distributed to each of the students,

( along with the following advice:

Although this exercise is similar to the one wehave jut .com-
pleted, you will very probably find more difficult. No on "is ex-
pected to answer all of the items .correctly. Try to choose the
words you feel` best complete the sentences, and remember to
write prd in each blank. You may skip hard blanks and
come back to them when you have finished. If you are not sure
how a word should be spelled, give it your best try. Wrong spell-
ing will not count against you.

If numbers, contractions, --or hyphenated words have been
deleted from the passage, the students should also be given some
representative examples of the types of answers that can be used.---.1

to fill in the blanks. Although students should be encouraged to
work as long as they p1 ase, the teacher may want to set a time
limit when it appears t at eir efforts are no longer productive.

Scoring. One of the st seriously misunderstood aspects
of using a random deletib cloie is that students should be given
credit only for answers that are exact (verbatim) replacements of
the missing words. Words with spelling errors may be considered
correct as long as it is evident the student intended o write the
word originally deleted. But no credit should be given for
synonyms or other types of substitutions (girls for girl, walk for
walked) even though they. may seem somewhat acceptable.

The decision to use verbatim as opposed to synonym scor-
' ing is based on a considerable amount of experimental evidence

as well is practical considerations. A number of researchers
(Gallant, 1964: McKenna, 1976; Miller & Coleman, 1967; Puddell,
1964; Taylor, 1958) have comparedexact replacement scores with
various types of synonym counts and have concluded that theiat-
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ter are not worth the extra time and effort. Synonym counts tend
to yield slightly higher correlations with other measures of
reading comprehension (Gallant, 1964; McKenna, 1976), but they
also tend to be less reliable since they are based on subjective
judgments of what is and what is not an acceptable response. In
addition, it appears that there is absolutely no advantage in giv-
ing credit for synonyms when the purpose of the evaluation is to
obt4in an estimate of students' abilities to meet the demands of
material. Although synonym counts tend to yield higher scores
than exact replacement counts, correlations between the scores
derived from the twolitYpes of techniques usually exceed .95
(McKenna, 1976; Miller & Coleman, 1967). Consequently, it can
be assumed that students will be ranked in almost exactly the
same way, regardless of the manner- in which their answers are
scored. If synonyms are accepted, the teacher or specialist will be
forced to require amuch higher percentage score as a standard of
acceptability, thus the student really achieves no advantages.

However, the prima6 reason for recommending that the
teacher accept- only exact replacements is really very simple:
There are no available guidelines for determining the students'
functional reading levels when more subjective scoring proce-
dures of accepting synonyms are adopted. As might be assumed,
the criterion scores derived are based'on the assumption that the
student has been given credit only for answers identical to the
words appearing in the original passage. Somewhat higher stan-
dards would obviously need to be established if synonyms were
considered acceptable responses.

, Interpretation. Several different strategies have been
adopted in attempting to derive criterion scores for jydging stu-
dent performance on random deletion' -cloze exercises. Bormuth
(1967,1-9684-used4v types-of measures examiner- constructed
multiple - choice comprehension tests and an expanded version of
the Gray Oral Reading Teststo determine comparable indepen-
dent and instructional level scores on random deletion exercises.
The results suggested that doze scores of 57 and 44 percent ac-
curacy correspond to comprehension scores of 90 and 75
percentthe comprehension standards that traditionally have
been adopted for evaluating independent and instructional
reading levels. Rankin and Culbane (1969) replicated Bormuth's
work in a study comparing doze with other rhultiple-choice tests
and reported very similar results.
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However, Bormuth (1968, 1969, 197 1) qnd others have also
pro'vided some evidence tc suggest that these criteria may not be ,
the mdst appropriate standards to adoPt when other variables

o are taken into coli§ideration. For example, when Bormuth (1968)
-used °fel:Leading accuracy as the criterion for determiniwom-

-

.4.iparable libels of doze 'performance, he found that s'Obiewhat
lower doze scores might be used as the standards for judging in-
dependent ahld instructional reading levels. The results of this
analysis indicted that doze scores. of 54 and 34 percent were
comparable to the conventional standards for independent (98

qercent) and instructional. level (95 percent) perfo ance on
,measdres of word recognition. Similarly, studies c paring stu-
dent perforinalace on IRIs and doze exercises ha generally sug-
ge ted so what less ,stringent criteria for converting cloze
sc r s p e uivalent fundtional reading levels. Both Ransom
(196§ nd Jones and Pikulski (1974) concluded that tht following' cilterie approximate the'results obtained on IRIs: independent,

-above 45 percent; instructional, 30-45 percent; and frustration, .
less( than 30 percent.r To confuse the issue even more, we.feel we should point out
tlat Bormuth (1971) has also conducted research which skiggests

sh that higher standards need to be adopted if the-amount of infor-
mation to be gained as well as the novelty of the material and the
studenti''illingness to study and rate of reading Inv to be con -
sideredrtn selecting appropriate reading materials. In order-to
maximize the value of each of these variables, Bormuth sug-

7-gested that .cloz scores should fall within the range of 49 to 59
percent when the material is being considered for instructional
purposes. .

Obviously, much more' resealch needs to be con ucted to
-solvd some ofihidiscrepancies in the criterion scores that have

heen gUggested. However, for the teacher's purposes, it appears
that the following cripriatmight be adopted as reasonable start-,

. ing points in eValuating student performance on random deletion
doze tests:

Inde13'endent.16e1: Students who obtain clOze.scores of at
'east 50 percent should be able to iead.the material with
relative ease. NQ teacher guidance, should be necessary,
Consequently, this materiaNhold be appropriate for
homework assignments qnd Other types of independent
`projects.
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Instructional level: ftudents scoring between 30 apd 50
percent shduld be ab14to use the material fOr instructional
purposes. However, some guidance will be necessary to
help them master the demands of the material.
Frustration level:, Students having scores of less than 30
percent will usually find the material much too challeng-
ing. Since there is almost no potE;ntial for success, the
material should be definitely.. avoided,
While these criteria are suggested as beginning points,

teachers and reading specialists may need to adjust them based
on the experience they have with doze. Again, there is some
evidence to suggest that more stringent criteria than those listed
above should be used.

At this point it seems appropriate to point out that when
using doze as a measure of readability one could roughly attach a
grade level designation to a-text if a doze test were administered
to a_grourfof individuals of known reading ability. For example, if
it were known that a group of students were reading at about a
fourth grade level and if on the average they snared about 45 per-
cent on a doze test from a particular book, one could say that the
book was about at a fourth grade level.

, 4 '

Additional Uses for Cloze
. A modification of the conventional, random deletion doze

is nece sary when doze is used for purposes other than the three
previo sly discussed. For example, doze cart be us&cl to evaluate
stude t mastery of content area instruction or for diagnosing-the
stude is ability to use various types of contextual clues. When
the doze procedure is used for these put:poses, it is usually recbm-
rneAded-thatthe-teacher prepare an exercise in which the words
are deleted on a rational rather thari a mechanical basis.''Ex-
amples of r4tionpl deletion doze exercises will folloiv.

In addition to the fact that only key words are deleted, ra-
tional deletion doze tests differ in that synonyms are now ac-
cepted, as correct. If the exercise is to be used to diagnose the stu-
dent's strengths and/or' weaknesses, or to assess how much
he/she has learned, the teacher would certainly want to accept
synonyms for scoring a rational deletion doze. Verbatim scoring
is necessary only when one wishes to establish functional reading

.levels, to assess readability, or to evaluate content materials.
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Some of the uses and forms that rational deletion .cloze
tests can follow:

Using doze to gain a clearer perception of the student's
ability to use contextual clues as an aid lo word recognition.
Although much more research needs to be 'conducted o deter-
mine its diagnostic capabilities, it is generally assumed at cictze
can be used to gain insight about the student's ability to use
various types of syntactic and semantic clues. When it is adopted
as a diagnostic tool, it is recommended that the teacher construct .
separate exercises for'each of the skills that are of interest such
as recognition of pronoun antecedents, subject-verb agreement,
and semantic relationships. Selected portions of exercises that .,
inight be used to assess some of these skills are presented below:

Pronoun antecedents:.Bill and Henry loved to play tricks
on sister. Once Bill mailed Judyia large, blank canvas
and asked to enter it in the local art show. Judy was
surprised when saw .what ..planned, to enter,
and. . . .

I s.

Semantic retationsfiips: The koala bear is one a the most
helpless of all wild Whenever there is any sign if
danger, koalas become ,Very Usually, they. climb to,
the of a tree and ,stay the until everything seems

again.

Thp diagnostic utility of these and .6imilar exercises ,

depends, of course, on the care with which the exercises are core
structecr and the student's responses are analyzed. As these il-
IUstrations suggest, till words to be deleted need to be carefully
selected in light of the specific purpose of the exercise. For exam-1
ple, if the teacher is,'interested in evaluating the student's ability .

to 'tide pronoun antecedents as a clue to word recognition, only
,those pronounsthat seem to have definite antecedents should be-
deleteThp deletion of pronouns that do not have any iden-
tifiable referents will not only make the exercise frustrating 'for

'the student to complete but ,will also increase the probability of
making an inaccurate diagnosis.

Similarly, iteseems critical that teachA select passages
which will enable them to construct exercises having relatively
large numbers (25-50) of-deletions. As in all forMs of evaluation,
the confiden0 one can place in the results depends on the length

F
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of the measure: the greater the number of deletions, the easier it
is to assume that the exercise will provide an adequate sample of
the students skill in using a particular type of contextual clue.

In addition, it is suggested that teachers select passages
Written at the student's independent or, at most, instructional
level. This should reduce the possibility of concluding that the
student needs to becomeiknore MTTEA of particular types of con-
textual information when the difficulty lies only in the student's
ability to recognize the words appearing in the exercise.

Finally, we feel we should again emphasize that it would be
inappropriate to evaluate students' needs for additional instruc-
tion simply by comparinsgetleir responses to the exact words
deleted from the material . e reproduction of the exact 'word
is required when doze is used to screen students for instructional
placement, it clearly does give students credit for responses that
reflect their ability to use various types of contextual clues. For
example, the first blank in the passage about koala bears might
be appropriately dozed by a number of wordscreatures (the
ward that was actually deleted), animals, or bears.

Unfortunately, there are no established guidelines for
determining which responses should and should not be con-

` sidered acceptable. Nor are there any guidelines to indicate how
many of the students' responses need to be considered acceptable
in order to assume they have mastered the skill being evaluated.
While these are issues that -are not easily addressed, they arc'
hardly peculiar to the doze procedure. Teachers who rely on other
types of informal techniques (classroom observations, teacher-
constructed mastery tests) to diagndse their students' strengths

4 and weaknesses are constantly confronted with the problem of
establishing appropriate criteria for instructional mastery.

A Using doze to assess student mastery of the content of a
particular instructional unit. Although there is virtually no ern-,
sirical evidence to suggest that doze can be used to evaluate the
effectiveness of content area instruction, it seems reasonable to
assume that it can be used for this purpose if the following
precautions are'adopted. First, the teacher should either select or
prepare a passage which summarizes the concepts under con-
sideration. Second, only key or important words should be
deleted. Third, the students should be given credit for synonyms
and other types of substitutions which are indicative clf their
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understanding of the concepts that are being evaluated. To the
extent that the students' errors are not simply a reflection of

# their ability to.recognize the words appea,rialin the exercise, the
results should help the teacher assess the overall quality of the in-
struction that has been provided as well as the need for review
and reinforcement.

Additional Variations of the Cloze Procedure
Maze technique. One of the more popular variations of the

basic doze procedure was first suggested by Gallant (1964, 1965).
She reasoned that it would be preferable to use a multiple-choice
format' with young children since they might have difficilY
recording their answers on conventional doze exercises. Guthrie,
Siefert, Burnham, & Kaplan (1974) also suggested the use of a
multiple-choice doze procedure to monitor growth in reading and
to guide the selection of reading materials. This procedure re-
quires the reader to choose the words that constitute the most
sensible path through a verbal "maze"hence, the term, maze
eechniftue. The following illustrates the form a maze test might
take:

"Cloze is one
evaluation for

label that has been recommended to
procedure him

prefer
a wide variety of Purposes."

errors

The maze technique has both advantages and disadvan-
tages. Its priniary advantage is that children find it less difficult
and hence less objectionable than conventional doze. Likewise, it
requires less time to administer. Its disadvantages are that-It-is
much more time-consuming to construqt and has been subjected
to far less research.

Guthrie and his colleagues suggest that the teacher adopt
the following guidelines for constructing, administering, and
scoring amaze test:

1. Select a representative passage -approximately 120
words in length.

2. Replace every fifth word with three alternatives. These
alternatives should include: a) the word originally de-
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feted; b) a distractor which is the same part of speech as
the deleted word; and, c) a distractor that is syntact-
ically different from the omitted word. (No guidelines
have been established to indicate how close in meaning
the distrators should be to the correct choice. For prac-
tical purposes we suggest that, where possible, the

1 teacher choose the distractors by scanning a previous
page of the material being used to construct the maze,
and selecting words that fit the &iteria for being
distractor.)

3. Vary the alternatives so the correct answers do not
appear in the same position throughout the exercise.

4. Distribute copies of the exercise to students and have
them circle the correct choices:

5. Give students credit only for the selection If exact
replarments.

The criteria to be used in interpreting the results of a maze
exercise seem somewhat more tentative than the standards that
have been suggested for random- deletion cloze. Guthrie et al. sug-
gested that "if a child is performing at about 90 percent accuracy
for three or four administrations of the maze, more difficult
material should lse introduced; Optimal teaching levels are about
60 to 70 percent accuracy (p. 167)." Thus, an independent lefel on
the maze would be 90 percent and above, an instructional level 60

'to 69 percent, and a frustration,level below 60. However, Pikulski
and Pikulski (1977) have provided some evidence to suggest that
these criteria may need to be raised when they are used with
regular classroom students. In a study comparing the maze
scores of 61 fifth graders with teach judgments of students'
functional reading Ievels,,they found that the maze technique
overestimated students' reading ability more than 45 percent of
the time. These results differed significantly from those obtained
in a preliminary study. (Pikulski, 1975) conducted with reading
disabled students attending the University of Delaware Labora-
tory School. When working,with reading disabled students, the
standards recommended' bA7 Guthrie et al. appearedeto be ap-
propriate.

Similarly, the reliability and validity of the mace technique
have not been well-established: To our knowledge, sonly three
studies have addressed these issues. Guthrie (1973) used the data
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collected on a group of 36 children, ranging in age from seyetti to
ten years, and found that none of the internal consistency reli.
ability coefficients for each of seven passages fell below :90. He
also reported a correlation of .85 between maze'and the Gates-

...MacGinitie Vocabulary Test and a correlation of .82-between
maze and the 6ates-MaCGinitie Comprehension Test. Similarly,
Bradley, Ackerson, and Ames (1978) reported moderately high
correlations among alternate forms of the maze, constructed by

-.0 different teachers and administered to second graders. however,
Bradley and Meredith (1978) also concluded that it may be inap-
pt priate to use maze for assessment at the intermediate and
j nior high levels when it is administered in its typical format.

a study of fourth, sixth, and eighthgrade students (N = 335),
y found that the doze procedure tended to place subjects

either at the instructional or frustration level, while parallel
forms of the maze produced ,a ce*gAfect, placing students
predominantly at the independent rvel. To increase maze score
variability and, thus, its reliability and overall ability to detect
differences in reading achievement, the investigators suggested
that the following modifications be considerSd: " a) discarding
the option type (i.e., distractor) utilizing a syntactically incorrect

4 word; la) devising new option types (e.g., semantically correct
within sentence but semantically incorrect within passage); c) in-
creasing the number of options per item" (p. 18a).

Post-oratreading doze. Another variation of the basic doze
,procedure is the' post-oral reading doze test developed by Page
(1977). This type of doze test is constructed in exactly the same
manner as the conventional, random-deletion doze. The only dif-.
ference is that students are asked to read the intact passag6'
orally, before they are administered the doze material. Page sug-
gested that this 'procedure provid a valuablat between the
evaluation of oral reading and reading comprehension. Based on
Page's research, one, should expect a post-oral reading doze tp9
yield scores that are 10-20. points higher than conventional dole
scores.

Limited doze. Iri an attempt to provide teachers with a
or-m appealing alternative to conventional doze, Cunningham

and unningham (1978) have developed another type of multiple-
cho. e procedure. This procedure is called limited doze because it
diffeis from the conventional, random deletion procedure only in
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One respect: the deleted words are randomly ordered and list
above the pdssage, providing the student with a limited num r
of choices to insert in the blanks. Words deleted more than once
are listed at the top of the test as many times as necessary,eand-
students are informed'that each of the words in the list can be
used only once to fill in the blanks. As in the conventional pro-
cedure, only exact restorations of the original words are scored as
correct.

The Cunninghams have suggested that limited doze has
several advantages. In addition to the fact that it is easy to con-
struct and administer, it also has the advant4ge of reducing some
of the resistance often encountered 'when teachers are asked to .

use verbatim scoring procedures. Also, limited doze avoids the
problem of developing. appropriate distractorsan issue that is
often raised Olkhen the maze technique is adopted. And finally, it
altears thdt_l_Anit-etrcloze is as valid and reliable as conventional,
random-deletion doze. In two separate studies, the Cunningham's
found that limited doze tests yielded substantially higher
internal-consistency coefficients than conventional doze
passages: .85 versus .64 in one study, and .90 versus .70 in the
other They also found that limited doze scores correlated more
highly with the comprehension subtest of the Iowa Tests of Basic
Skills than did those obtained with conventional doze although
the difference in the validity coeTficients was not significant.

The major limitation of the limited doze is that it yields
scores that are not easily converted into functional reading
levels. In their preliminary work with the limitedcloze, the Cunn-
inghams found that it yielded an instructional range of 60 to 81
percent in one study'and a range of 73 to 93 percent in another.
Whether a reliable instructions) range can be established remains
an issue for subsequent research. -

Conclusions .
p

/
The forms clozeleks can take and the uses for which they

can be employed vary considerably. Hopefully, this chaptdr has
pointed td ways in which this procedure can be flexibly used as an
informal evaluation tool. While doze, has been, subjected to
-substantial research during thepast two decades, teachers and
reading specialists must recognize that it is; not a totally reliable
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or'valid way to measur ading skills but, certainly, this is a
caveat that could be applilel to virtually every otlier approach to
evaluating reading. Overall, eloze appears to have many advan-
tages, so that it seems reasonable to conclude that it can be used
profitably as one approach to informally evaluating reading
skills.
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Informal Diagnosis of Content
Area Reading .Skills

T. Stevenson Hansel'
Wright State University

O

Educational diagnosis, the act of learning about skills that a,stu-
dent possesses 'prior to instruction, is a step which logically
fpllows a clear description of the goals a teacher holds for a class of
students. Goal setting, making decisicfns about concepts and.pro-
cedures that students should master, must serve as the basis for
sampling and evaluating student behavior. It is on the basis of
established goals, and through diagnosis, that a teacher makes
such important decisions as what to inch,de; how to relate new
concepts to past experiences; the rate and sequence of instruc-
dory, choosing instructional educes that lead to effectivb and
efficient learning; and, finally, ting materials that will con:
tribute to the achievement of goal§. The establishment of goals
must be the step before diagnosis since:'using testing instruments

'.before goals clarification will fragment the instructional effort.
Once goals have been established, however, a teacher can in-

. telligently select and design informal procedures which will
measure studenherformance in ralation'to selected goals. Thus,
diagnosis' is an intermediate step between the description of long
range goals and the development pf short-term objectives.

Instructional goals are established on the basis of a
teacher's knowledge, philosophy, attitudes, and abilities, as well
as teaching environment.' Mogt likely, the goals adopted by the
content teacher will vary little regardless Of student skills and
abilities. Therefore, informal diagnostic measures should serve as
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'valuable tools in allowing teachers to understand the skill levels
thatstudents bring with them to content materials.

A distinction is frequently drawn between diagnosis and
evaluation. Diagnosis often refers to some type of formative or
preinstructimial information collection, whereas, evaluation more
commonly describes postinstructional information collection.
However, the distinction is necessarily a somewhat artificial one
because of the need for ongoing diagnosis to make needed ad-
justments in short term instructional objectives. Postinstruc-
tional evaluation should not only evaluate the student's previous
learning, but it should also suggest needs for future instruction;
in other words, frequently evaluation and diagnosis will take
place simultaneously using the same information. The distinction
is not better clarified if one examines the types of ,tasks or
materials used in diagnosis or evaluation. In fact, the proposals
made in this chapter suggest the use of content- releva
and texts as the basin of both diagnosis and evaluation. Pie ue
difference separating diagnosis\and evaluation is the purpose for
which they are done. Diagnosis should help with future instruc-
tional decision making, and evaluation should measure the ac-
complishment oik previous goals and objectives. Because of the
similarities in methodology, the terms diagnosis and evaluation
will be used interchangeably in this chapter. It ia left to the
re/der to decide the purposes toward which these techniques will
be used. -4t

The purposp of thistpape is to show that reading goals are'
often content'specific; the accomplishrhent of some reading goals,.
are integral to the overall goals'of the .content.

Learning to Read and Reading to Learn
When content teachers have a list of behaviors a student

cannot'do (identify 'sequence, form hypotheses, and identify root
words), a frequent reaction is, "Send these kids bOt to me when
theY can read." This reaction is understandable when viewed
frOmi the perspective of a ieachef whose longrange goals treat the
deficient skills as only peripherally' Ei part of his or her respon-
sibilities. "

,To understand the role of reading instruction in the content
area classroom it is important to distinguish between the'goals of
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the reading teacher and those of the content area teacher. The dif-
ferences betv.)een teacher goals for content reading ana for basal
reader reading are partly differences of emphasis. When students
read a basal reader, the teacer More frequently' focuses on such
concepts °as word recognition and comprehension. That is, a
reading teacher focuses on teaching each student how to under-
stand words and passages. In content area instruction when stu-
dents read a textbook, teachers fvquently focus exclusively on
the product of reading or what to undetskand. Thus, when assign-
ing content reading, teachers sometimes diregard the houi .toe

Because of the different gdals of authors who write
readers and authors 'ho write texas, there are clear differences in
The vocabulary the authors use. Basal readers are generally writ-
ten to contain only those words used frequently in written and
spoken language. Most publishers have stepped away from strict'
vocabulary controls, but most basal series still rely on a core of
words which are presented, repeated, and reviewed for several
years. On the other hand,-authors of content and reference bdoks
select words to represent the ideas they want to communicate.
When the idea or concept is new to an individual student, the
words will be new also. Thus, the vocabulary of the content text
is both more varied and more technical than that of the basal
reader.

While reading teachers should provide instruction ih how
to identify important vocabulary and how to make sense of text,
it is appropriate that the content ttaitier keep the major fmus on
the ideas of.the content. A content tfther may encourage the ap-
plication of context, structural analysis, phonics and dictionary
skills, but the use should be restricted to the.needed vocabulary
terms. Similarly, the content teacher may work with students to
outline a passage, but the focus will remain ,,on the ideas
represented within the passage 1Tith outlining seen as a means to
this end.

A second difference is that informational materials ,are
written in a different style than stories. Such stylistic differences
(he., less narrative, more exposition in content materials) assume
different reader purposes and they entail differences in the tasks
of understanding. For example, the narrative style of a story is
inappropriate for mathematical thinking. Similarly, 'the listing
style of a recipe is inappropriate for learning to think about
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history as .a/ reflection of human behavior. A goal of content
teachers, related to this difference of style, is that students learn
how to think about a specific topic. To accomplish this goal some
reading instruction must proceed from materials which
legitimately require students to think about the content of in-
terest.

The expectations a student develops from extensive ex-
posure to story or narrative style writing lead a reader to select
details about characters, events, and ideas in relation to an
abstract idea of plot ( in and Nezworski, 1978). The .expecta-
tions of a math, sc. , or unified arts teacher, how er, are that
frequently each step must be mastered as a firm f7indation for
successive concept construction. For a student to be s ccessful,
he/she must learn a- new mental set or scheme (Fre ericksen,
1975) of expectations for different writing styles alo g with a
plan, for recognizing writing style and the topic before ,he/she
reads. In short, each student must. learn to exchange the treat-
events-lightly-build-meaning-from-sequences style of reading,
which is appropriate for basal stories, for the d-learn-

vand-then-proceed style which is necessary to unders d- new
ideas presented in content reading.

Given the differences of vocabulary and style, and their im-
pacts-on the purposes and processes of reading, teachers find that
students require guidance in the comprehension .of content
reading. This guidance or instruction is appropriate within con-
tent classes whVre the teacher goals include, first, an understand-
ing of the contnt and, second, an increase in each student's abili-
ty to read in the field of study. Diagnosis based on a teacher's
content area goals can Clarify what instruction, including reading. .
instruction, will be helpful for each student. Thus, diagnosis is a
means to the end of better pupil understanding.

1 Approaches to Measuring Comprehension
Once a teacher has established cleargoals for concepts and

attitudes he/she wishes to address, it_is appropriate to examine
ways to measure what a student already knows and how well that
student can understand a printed description of new ideas.

However, the problem arises in selecting appropriate infor-
mal measures because of a l'acki.of agreement about what corn-
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prehension is and how it On be measured. Simons (1972) has
discussed seven different/approaches to measuring comprehen-
sion. Three of the seven (the measurement, factor analysis, and
correlation approaches) will not be 'discussed here because they
deal with formal or standardized tests, The remaining approaches
include: a) the readability approach, b) the skills perspective, c)
the introspective report, and d) the/models approach.

Readability approach. The concept of readability is attrak
Uwe for its simplicity. Readability ratings are an attempt to 7

somehow measure the difficulty of a book. Since every teacher.
has watched a youngster flounder through some book, it makes
sense to try to find a book that eaoh student can read and under-
stand without so much effort that the student quits before corn-
pleting the task. However, pfactice of readability measure-
ment does not work as a would hope (Hansell, 1974;
1976a, 1976b).

Formulae such as those by Dale and Chall (194$), Fry
(1968), and McGlaughlin (1969) focus on things which can be
easily counted in a bookletters, words, syllables, sentence
length, affixes, and so on. These countable items reflect less than
five percent of what people have said make a book easy to read
(Gray & "Leary, 1935). As a result, it would not be surprising Co
find that a book with a readability rating of 7.3 is easier to read
than one rated 6.8 for some students. Similarly, obviously all
seventh grade students will not be able to read and understand a
book with a readability rating o4f 6.8. As teacheri know, students
differ on any dimension we choose to measure... There is no
guarantee that we can match readability levels pf books and stan-
dardized reading test scores accurately.

Readability does not provide information about how
youngsters will read a text or their familiarity with the topic
treated in the text (Kintsch & Vipond, 1978). Comprehension,
however, is the, result of a meaningful interaction between the
student and the text. In this process both student and text are

,important. Readability formulas may serve to sensitize teachers
to examine books more closely, but if they lead them to ignore the
students' approaches to this particular text their use might .be
destructive. A better way to determine the readability of a text
night be to use some of the informal procedures described later in
this paper.

of Cohtent Area Skills
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Skills perspective. In contrast to readability formulae
which focus on the text, the focus of the skills approach is on each
student. The skills of content reading have been defined by
analyzing classroom tasks and, thus, are practical. The skills ap-
proach to informal evaluation of content reading ability is most
common by far; virtually every text on elementary, content, or
secondary reading includes a list of so-called skills.

These lists range from what Herber and Riley (1979) call
the "simplest form" of 1) ueabulary, 2) comprehension, and 3)
reasoning, to a composite list which includes the following topics:

identify main idea of paragraph
identify main idea of selection
summarize I 7
outline
put ideas. in sequence
details of paragraph or passage:grasp directly stated details
locate information
make inferences
follow directions
cleaw conclusions
appreciate character
understand setting
recognize authlr's purpose
identify.tattittv.es the author is trying to convey
identify words t.aa, au../or chooses to achieve purpose.,
define keywords
define words in context
syllabify
accent
identify meaning of affixes
identify meaning of roots
use synonyms, antonyms
choose best definition from dictionary
sense variation among words
identify. part of speech
recognize sentence structure
recognize pareigraphtstrqcture
see relationitnong ideas in passage

time andOaceervents
main iderdetails 4

compare contrast
4. hierarchy

causeeffect
apply theoretical information
apply ideas
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determine relevance of ideas
determine accuracy of information
think through the passage/anticipating outcomes
organize ideas
using parts of a book

contents
index
glossary
introductory paragraphs
biographical data

note taking
use of card catalogue
use of dictionary
knowledge of indexes and abStracts

The skills perspective generates such informal evaluation
instruments as observational checklists, placement test (coor-
dinated with materials such as workbooks, kits, basal readers,
taped programs) and a wide variety of ,teacher-designed tests.
Guidelines provided by Burmeister, 1978; Shepherd, 1978;
Strand, 1964; and Thelen, 1976 reflect.this type of approach. With
variations they tend to suggest that teachers administer a group
inventory including 20 to 35 questions about: 1) the book in
general (size, shape, color, length, organizadop into chapters and
units); 2) parts of the book; 3) vocabulary (which may be from the
dictionary, knowledge of synonyms to define terms, and use of
context); 4) word recognition (limited to syllabication, accent, and
meaning of roots and affixes); and, 5) comprehension and rate of
reading. Burmeister suggests five questions about each of three
comprehension categories: details, main ideas, and questions
which require students to interpret and use information from the
text. Shepherd would add questions about sequence of events and
drawing conclusions to which Strang would add organization of
&tails and following directions.

Simons' critique (1971) of the skills approach to com-_
prehension seems to apply to the skills approach to evaluation:

1. There is confusion about what can be called reading
comprehension. Most observers would probably agree that the
ability to relate ideas in a passage is vital to reading comprehen-
sion and, therefore, should be evaluated. But what about skills
such as notetaking or selecting the best definition from a dic-
tionary? These skills, although useful, would probably generate a
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greater amount of disagreement among piofessionaIs. Obviously,
those skills which are thought to be a part of reading, and of the
content area subject, need to be taught, and should be evaluated.
evaluated.

2. Another criticism leveled by Simons is that skills lists
often contain global or 'poorly defined terms. This points out that
one, person's "recognizing a sequence of events" is another per -
.on's "recall of details." Various authorities might agree that a

. particular type of question should be" included in an assessment;
.but because these skills lists are thesillijective products of arm-
chair logic, there are going to be gaps, overlaps, and disagree-
ments over terminology.

3. Simons' final criticism is that there is no distinction be-
tween the product of coniprehension (outlining) and the processes
by which the product is achieved (identifying main ideas).

4. The skills approach suffers from other limitations as
well. Another ptoblem with the skills epriroach is that such tests
,tray fragment the process of learning unnecessarily. If, for ex-
ample, a student can outline a passage from a text, he/she car} ob-
viouslyklentify main ideas, locate details, draw conclusions, and
perceive the organizatiOn of ideas within the passage. Conversely,
if a student cannot outline a text, there is little evidence available) that working on one or more of the skills mentioned' above will
transfer directly to the task of outlining_The assessment of con-
tent area reading should probably begin with more global tasks
(completing a recipe or outlining a passage) and thenbecome
more specific in intent if students are unable to successfully com-
plete the task'

5. A final limitation of the skills approach is its focus on
the student as opposed to the text or task. As has been noted,
comprehension is best described as the product of a meaningful
interaction of a student and text. This approach suggests to some
that skills lists refer to genuirg internal abilities of the individual
which have little to do with a specific task or content area. Such
percep64orta often lead to-assessments that are irrelevant to the
task of interest. For examp-the teacher who belies on the results
of a general vocabulary knowledge test to specify which students
are.. apt to have difficulty With the technical vocabulary in the bio-
logy text might be badly misled. Certainly, both=the general vo-

_," cabulary and the specific technical vocabulari, fall within the area
'
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of vocabulary knowledge, but this skill would not be expected to
generalize. The best content area assessments require students to
carry out tasks similar in complexity to what will typically be ex-
pected of them, using similar materials, and their performance or
these tasks is then used to suggest what instructional steps are
necessary- to accomplish the instructional goals.

Introspective report. In contrast to the product oriented
skills perspective, the introspective appro ch focuses on what the
student has done to reach the goal, on wha a student feels is easy
or difficult about reading, and on epai s dpnt's study habits.
Strang suggests that after students have r ad an assignment in
class they shOuld be asked questions such as:

What did you do to get the main idea?
- What did you do to remember the details?

What did you do when you met a word you idn%t know?

.

-
While questions may help a teacher gain in-

sight about tagh student's reading,-the- act of introspection is not
without prOblems. A basic question raised by Simons concerns
the relationship between the actual process of identifying main
ideas and the verbal description. The same process may be de-
scribed in several ways, but a change in description does not
change the actual process. Students may also describe different
mental operations by using the same word§.

Introspective accounts are also retrospective. That,is, stu:
dents are asked to describe the reading process after they have
read. Perhaps, introspective statements (of how main ideas were
identified, for example) are influenced by the fact that the passage
has beer' completed.

The introspective perspective is diffeFent from the skills
perspective in that it focuses okthe process of understanding as
opposed to the products or answers. At the same time, the intro-
spective Measures may deal with many of the same aspect
content reading (main ideas, details, and vocabulary). As with the
skills approach, the teacher gains the greatest information when
requiring students to complete task? with the specific content
materials of interest.

The models approach. The models perspective of compre-
hension differs from the other approacips in its attempt to inter-
relate what may be described as separate skills and to explain the

w.
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interrelationships of the comprehension process and product.
Models of comprehbnsiOn frequently take the form of-flow charts
or diagrams (Singer & Ruddell, 1976). One of the most explicit
models of understanding discourse is a computer program
designed by, Winogard (1974) which can folloW directions, and
answer questions." Emphasis on models of comprehension is an
attempt to come a step closer to the goal of developing one or
more theories of how people understand information. The models
approach suggests viewing student behavior in a variety of
reading-thinking situations on the basis of the relationships and
concepts that are part of a specific model of reading. This ap-
prciach treats reading c prehension as a global, integrated act,
and not just as Et set o unique and diverse skills. The difficulty
with a models approa to diagnosis is that teachers must
understand a theoretical model before they cap use it to test and
guide instruction. In addition there is no theory of reading which
can be considered complete at this time.

Diagnostic instruments
For classroom use, the best method is the combination of

approaches which is easiest and provides the most usable infor-
mation. In classroom or clinical use, many distinctions between
approaches disappear. Nonetheless, the following section is
designed to present sample diagnostic instruments based on
stated goals and to point out how each approach may add to a
teacher's repertoire. The first section will deal with sampling vo-
cabulary knowledge from the skills, introspective, and models
viewpoints. The second sztion will show how these approaches'
might assess reading comprehension.

Sample uocabulary Instruments
Situation: Ninth grade general English class
Goal. Increase students' ability to communicate and understand by

increasing general vocabulary knowledge
Diagnostic choices:

I. Skills approach
7 A. For each of the words below, underline the root word and.

list three to five words which have the same root.
, 1 vision

2. bicycle
3. perimeter

t
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B. Define each underlined,word in the sentences below ac-.), '-
cording to the way it is used in the sentence..

V 1. As' I walked home from the football game, I
had a vision orwhat life Could be like in 2050.

2. The perimgter of themy camp was well
warded.

C. Select the *t dictiolury definition for the underlined
word in ead sentence.

r. A tordihg to the paper, we can now bicycle in
the park. , .
a. n!.. a vehicle usuallydesignbd for one person

consisting of a frame; two wbeels, a seat,
'handlebars for steering, and two pedals on
a motor by which it is driven. ,. b. intr. 'V. to ridelt travel on a bicycle.

IN ... C. adj. haying two cycles.
II. Introspection

A. What does it Mean to you when I say;".Tie perimeter of *
the wheel is 63 centimeters." '5 ,

B. Rate each.of the following words 6 'scale of 1 to 4.
. Let 1. mean I've never heard of 4.41 ;

2. mean I've eard of it bu ca 't define it. .- .
..,

3. ;bean I ca define it if I ear AI a sentence.
. 4. mean I kn itI can d ine it, di can use it.

1 l (Dale, 10113)
,

III. Models approach, ...., 4
A. List as many word; as you can think of that are secifi-

ated in any way with,tiit following words. .,0

Example: milk, Cookies,' chocolate, white, cows , *
=A

#

dairy, farmer: baby, cheese, sour, ice
,

B. List all the'ways you can find in which the objehskire-, . *
,deam, butter .

sented by the following words are alike. . ...
- bicycle, car, log, trailer, seKing machine, eye; 3

glasses, dime. $, . ' i 4
C. Play Dictionary Poker or Glossary Guesswork by trying

,,, to write a definition on a 3x-5 cqd for one Of the following
words which you do NOT know. Your definittpn will, be
mixed with other students' d4litions. The real definition
will also be added. Each stunt will then hav'e.a chance
to vote on which definition he/she thinks is "real." One
point is awarded for each student who guesses your defin:
ition (i.e. each person you fool). Two points are awarded to
each person who correctly votes for the "real" definition.

i .

These first examples were based on d4ignosing vocabulary
hnowledge as separate frozrireading comprehension. Though the

).
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examples relate to general vocabulary, the formats can be directly
. adapted to any content area. Instead of "bicycle," the same tasks

could be carried out,with protra.5bor, proton, or proletariate.
One factor should be apparenC aboOt informal vocabul

°measures of the introspective and models types: there.)a
;single "correct" answers. The,persbnal meaning, the ratin
association task, finding similarities, and Dictionary Poker, all re-
quire a student to actively search: and Organize thoughts in relation
to a vocabulary/ term. If the,,e activities are inconsistent with
teacher goals, then the instruments should not be used.

It should also be apparent that none of the diagnostic vo-
cabOlary activitieq..deal with pronunciation or what is called
"word recognition'," Pronunciation esstyri4s secondary _iMport
tance to meaning recognition in contenVeading, Typically at
stage 1 of Dale's rating scale (never heard of it) we,cannot figure
out the pronunciation of a4wordwithout assistance from an.out-

, side authority, be it-teach'er,o'r pronunciation-guide? Pronuncia:
tion of a term usually indicates that a student is a,least it Stage.
2having heard of the word. It seems apparent thatgoing from a,
state of knowing what it means and how to use it requirb's time
and effort. As with any topic irrlearning, an individual with More
background information about a topic will Have an easier time
achieving mastery (Pearson, Hansen, 8, Gordon, 1979).- 'The next section deals with assessing reading comptehen-
sion from three viewpoints. Since goals should determine
nostic instruments, two different situations are

- Sample coniprehension instruments,
Situation: Seventh grade science class
Goals increase student khowledge of types of animals.

To increase student interest in science.
1. Skills approach

A. Preview or ` survey reading
.Take five minutes to lOok through Chapter
88420. Then answer the following questions:

1. How many major tyPes of animals aredescrib-.
ed in this,chafger?
What are the names. of 'the major types pf
aninials9 -

3: What; poirfts ,scientists use 'to put animals
;Int') di (erciit a3Jca? For -11,stdtZ.e. what
'points ofsti610 s look at to put a snake into
a diffe eitgrOup from a -elqg?

4 (pp

.74
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4. Write down the numbers of each study sques- #.
tion on page. 107 that can be answered
reading just the subheadings.

. B. Relating ideas
Read the section entitled Marsupials (pp. 109-113). Then
use the words in the word box to complete the outline.

MARSUPIALS

IP

-17

Word Box -

Attach to nipple.
s Where they live.

Opossum will eat
almost any food

Crawl to pouch.
What th

1. Young are raised in a pouch in the mother's
body. . t
a. Born alivie .

4.
,.

2

3 'c
.

b., 1 Almost all live in Australitur-erea.
2 Opossums are only rtiarsupial in the U.S.

c. 1. Some niarspials eat only insects. ,,
-Kangafal eat only plants. ".

C. Man eas
Reread the second paragraph on page 175 vihichaegins
with "the word& "A,marsupial is Dedide which
sentence below best states the, main idea. Circle the

1- number before the sentence you choose.
1. Opossums liiit in the United States. .
2. Almost all marsupials live in or near Aus-.

-tralia.
- 3'. The Tasmanian Devil,is a marsupial.

4. jCangaroas are the biggest marsupial, o '
5. Marsupials live in a pouch after they are

born.
D. Understanding graphics ,

-

. Look at the diagram on page 121. Answer tfie following
questions: -

1. This diagram is about
2. T F A pachyderm in an animal,
3. T F A pachyderm is a mammal.

e 4. T F A zebra is a pachyderm.
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E. Recalling details
From4nernory, list or pick from a list the names of three
marsupials.

Name the only marsupial that lives in the United States..
Name the largest marsupial.
Give at least two reasons whyv the number of marsupials
in the world has decreased.

F Use and apply information you have learned about the
ways marsupials a) are born,- b) are cared for when
young. cl eat, dl move from place to place, el reproduce,
f) adapt to their environment, and, g) defend themselves.,
I.1;,t at least fne ways a kangaroo is like a dog

They both

G List at least thrde ways 'a kangaroo is like a persona
1,

The both
'

. 4.

H List at leak -three ways a kangarou,is different from a
: dog. ' .

..A dog but a kangaroo
,

-0, I. If you found babies in the pouch of an opossum that had
been lustled by a car, what do you think the SPCA or the/'fit Natural History Museum would suggest you do to care
for them? Specifically, what would they eat? What
Should you provide fn`their cage3 _

IL Ihtrosiiective .
V. Implicit in the introspective questions is the fact that the

students have been asked to Survey the ch,ppter and to make
or 'cqmRlete an outline. This is hot meant 'to imply that in-
trospective irrstrtunents are tied to the previous skill in-

,. stnimeb, but are used m ly to provide continuity.
1. List the things you loo at when you had five minutes .,

to look over the whole ch pter.
2 Briefly explain-bow you completed the outline (note: this

may be done orally iii which case the teacher will keep
;brief notes).

3. What did- you cli) as you werezeading to help yourself
: remember? ISee notebove.)

look 'Tick over he lectiorion marsupirflck If share IliPrD
any parts which you aid not understand, write the liege
number, patagraph, and first, words.

)

)

v.
*
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5. What did you do to try to ma ke sense of the points you
didn't understand?

Situation: Tenth grade social studiesLand Use in
Anierica in the 20th Century
Goals. Develop, undetstanding of interrelatifts between

people-and nature.
Discover the range of-variables to be considered in
planning changes' required by increasing popula-
tion.
Formulate a general plan for, making decisions
about issues of land use.

LI I.' Models .
1. Cloze procedure \ .

Simons lists the doze procedure as
e

a diagnostic test based
on the theoretical principle of closurethe tendency for
humans to complete whathey see as incomplete. The
doze procedure consists of a portion of a textgenerally

. about 300 wordsin which every fifth word has been .,
deleted and replaced with a blank. The student's task is
tocomplete the pas,sage. 4.

Since doze is based on student response to a text it is
also an appropriate measure of 'reddability. Since both
the procedure, and 'related research are described 1?y
Pikulski 5ansi Tobin within this monograph no further
description Will be presented here .

2. HypOt hesizing
- . Before reading or discussing the topic:

a. Pretend you are writing a chapter for a, book en-
. titled: "Nature's Limits on Land Use." Write
. down three Anore subtitles'that you would in-

dude in the chapter. 0 . -, -4>

,. . b. Pick one of your subtitles and briefly exilain why
you ;would include it in. thcichapter. P ,

3. Background knowledge - .

a. What ,land Use decisions do you know of which
`have been inthe news in the,past three years?

b. Circle the number before any of the following
issues which yoh have.heard.orread about.
1. iliove Canal) waste disposal dispute .. .
2. Triamer nuclear power piant protests
3. (naroel shopping center dispute '
4. (name) highway construction dispute /
5. (name) housing project dispute +,

6.:(namel,water rights dispute
.

. 4 qt rn1 pay formation ' 4

a. Pretend that you,are'serving on a zoning b2.ard.
4 You meet Once a month. At every meeting you are

. . , ,. .

/.. ( -
-*

p 8a

t
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asked to Make decisions about how to use land.
Usually some people want a change and other peo-
ple want no change. List the criteria (points you
would consider) which you would use to make the
decisions.

b. -Describe the steps you follow if you run across a
point in your reading which you do not under-
stand.

5. Re Quest procedure
The Re Quest procedure (Manzo, 1973) isa task' where

1 students read a sentence or two and then exhange ques-
tions with the teacher. That is, each student has a chance
to ask any question he/she chooses, then the teacher has
a chance to ask questions. After several reciprocal se-
quences, students are asked to guess at the remailing
content.and readto check thoseguesses. Tape reel:y.6gs
of small group (5 to )8) ReQue &t ,sessions will provide
material to analyze reading ability and reailing-strateiy
in appropriate contentaterial..

As in the` case of vocabulary .teaching, it is clear that
students have a wider range of acceptable responses to the.in-
trospective and models questions. Therefore, diagnis by in-

,-

0.- " which logically falls between establishing clear goals ancLongoing

.

.

-...--

- reading ability'.tray. be viewed .from the perspectives of read-
cpjanning orclassroon(operations. Informal diagnosis of content...,

ability. 'skills, introspection, or models of reading; but the ..in-

progess as'related to different goals thvou each of the three

can do in relation to a teacher's goals depends not on the instru-

act of discovering what a student can do in relation to a content

viewpoints. Therefore, the most efficient (in terms of time and in-
formation) means of gathering information about what students

ment but on the teacher goals.

teacher's instructional goals. Diagnosis is an inteimediate step

Conclusions
In unirriiiry, informal evaluation of content reading is the

.
introspection,

.

tro:pective or models perspectives,takemore time to evaluate.
As any teacher, knows, time is a rpOst precious commodity.
Hoviever. it is also possible to gather informat on about student

each

strUments ieletteipsiould provide information about each stu- .

,dent' in le cation to L he teacher's goals. 1,1, ith the approasInas,
-5f ., '

,
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fb,

'914 ,Ai
wog,

4

adescribecrabove, diagnosis is not one-ti d test, but may be car-
ried out by careful evaluation of ongpingic a oom activities. As
long as teachers, have clear goals and a Measu e.of what a student .

can do, they are prepared to plan effective RstrFction.
- .. i

el .
,..
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Informal ApproacZAPto
-Evaluating Children's Writing.

0

Rontbd L. Cramer
Oakland University . ..*

. b

All of the other papers included in this volume address
themselves to the evaluation of reading skills. One might ask
why a paper is included which focuses upon the evaluation of
writing. The basic reason is that writing and reading skills are
highly related (Shanahan, 1980) and a substantial amount of pro-
fessional opinion (Bush & Huebner, 1970; Combs, 1977; Durkin
1976)-as well as experimental evidence (Hunt, .1965; Stotsky,
1975; Zeman, 1969) suggests that the ental and language pro-
cesses involved in written production of ma erials are the same or
very similar to those involved in compreh nding written mate-
rials. Thys, children's written compositions ,\may mirror some of

i the skills or weaknesses that exist in reading comprehension and,
./ therdfore,' offer one more avenue for making diagnostic

judgment/s. This is not for a moment to say that the evaluation of
writing'is not ,a valkied activity in its-elf. Holvever, given the
thrust and purpose of this volume it seems important to expli-

- citly point out the well- document relationship that exists, be-
tween reading and writing. .

.The _focus inf. the evaluation procedures discussed ini this
paper is to provide information about the teaching and learning
processes impl.icit in writilg. 'Iliree different and valuable ap-
proaches to the evaluation of writing skills will be discussed:
teacher-evaluation, self-evaluation, and peer-evaluation.

a ^'
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Teacher-Evaluation: Holistic and Analytic Approaches
Hblistic evaluation is a methodof assessingAyriting to gain

a global impression of its quality. In holistic evaluation each
piece of writing is evaluated within two or three minutes. The
evaluation is guided by criteria which specify what writing skills
to &Insider; criteria are also developed which describe low, mid-
dle, and high levels of achievement in several skill areas related to ,

writing. Such skill areas might include the quality of organiza-
tion, the structure of sentences, and hide use of correct. punctua;
tion. The purpose of holistic evaluation is to assess writing as a
whole rather than to con ider every detail. Consequently, writing
deficiencies or strength are not counted or quantitatively
analyzed; general judgments are made. and achievement is ranked .

on a holistic scale. For example:holistic evaluation of punctua-
tion skills would not require counting the exact number of errors..
Rather a decision would be made al to whether' the punctuation
merits a low, middle, orhigh rankffig on a holistic scale designed
to make holistic judgments possible. A holistic judgment regard-
ing punctuation might be: -1) there are many punctfiration errors
rank this piece low On punctuation; 2) there are a few punctuation
errors,rank this piece of writing in the nuldle on punctuation; or,
3) there are hardry any punctuation errorsrank this piece of
siting high on punctuation. Rather than counting errors in
punctuation, general guideline such as the following are used to

'arrive at' the ranking:
High. Consistently ends sentences with appropriate punctuation.
Has strong con trol °of internal punctuation and other leis common
punctuation. May experiment with, punctuation marks not, yet
fully mastered. ( -

et Middle. Usually ends sentences with appropriate punctuation.
Attempts to use internal punctuation, but makes some errors.
Does not have control of the less common types of punctuation,
but sometimes attempts tp use them.
Lou Often fails to use ending Anctu.ation correctly. Seldom
rises internal punctuation. Less common punctuation is almost
never used correctly. The final judgment is quickly recorded on a
Checklist of writing skills for holistic evaluation:' .

-

, There are two dimensions along which writteernaterials
TA be evaluated within a horiStioevaluatio.n- ifermewer-kl-eefripes

c

,
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ing skills and mechanical skills. Because of the'basic differenceS
in style, content, and purpose of expository as compared to.narra-
tive materials, different aspects of composition skills need to be
employed, depending on the neure,of the -writing. The charts
shown are reproduced with permission from Scott, roresman,
1981 , And represent a summary of dimensions that can be used to
evaluate narrative-and expository writing holistically.

To facilitate the holistic evaluation of writing skills, it is
recommended that teachers make copies of the charts shown, ex-
cluding the descriptiiins. Separate sheets could be prepared for
expository materials or narrative materials. An abbreviated sem-
ple of an evaluation sheet is shown.

Evalliation Form for Narrative Writing

(1) (2) . (31

Low Middle 1 High

4

STORY
STRUCTURE

,

It should be clear that children whose writing reflects good
quality of organization of ideas will be likely to make use of the
organization inherent 'in written materials thatifrthey read as an
aid to comprehension. The child who uses good pUnctuation is
very likely to be able to correctly interpret punctuation as an aid
to reading comprehension. Essentially all df the qualities
refletted in the standards listed have implications for better
understanding the language and thinking processes common to
reading and writing.

In contrast Co ,holistic evaluati6n, analytic, evalpation is a
detailed counting and commenting on writing; and, unlike
holistic evaluation, it Allhot dependent on general impressions,

'but on detailed analysis of each strength or weakitesa found in a
piece of writing. The standards cited above can as the basis
for Such commenting so a dimension li6t will not be repeated,here.
In analytic evaluation, for example, punctuation, grammatical,
and usage errors Filp corre.rtpd, phhAr writineprnblems arp votPd
and commentedon in as much detail as seems necessary.

. .
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Undoubtedly, both analytic and holistic evaluation have
utility. However, analytiy evaluation is too time consuming to ,

perform on every .set of papers. Indeed, analytic evaluation of
each piece of writing is impossible when children write frequently
or when class size is large. The impossibility of analytic'evalua-
tion is obvious when the logistics are considered. For example, if
an English teachamith 150 students spends ten minutes on each
piece of writing, 25 hours would be required to evaluate one set of
papers. How often can A teacher spend this amouit of time
analytically evaluating one set of papers? One solution is to use
more efficient holistic 'procedures. A teacher skilled in the use of
holistic procedures can reliably evaluate 150 papers in six hours
or less. Once teachers have learned to use holistic evaluation they
can assess a greater volume of writing than analytic procedures
alone permit. Clearly, 'a balance 4etween holistic and analytic ,
evaluation is needed. A balanced allotment of time would be to
evaluate about 75 percent of writing holistically and 25 percent
analytically. This balance is exp ially appropriate in classrooms-
Where childen write frequentl ..Of course, not every piece of
writing produced need be evalu d. There are legitimate writing
assignments, such as certain t s of journal writing, which re-
quire no teacher evaluation.

Self-Evaluation: Guidelines Nand Activities-.
Self-evaluation is the ability to iriiprove one's own writing

through self-directed editing and reyision. It is the ability to look
at a piece of writng holistically and conclude that it needs general
improvement. It is the abilityko look at apiece of writing analyti-
cAlly and-locate the details that need correction or ,refinement.
Self - evaluation is the ultimate writing skill., Careful, critical ex-

limination of one's initial impression or. conclusion derived from
what one reads may be the hallmark of a critical reader.

To edit. or revise means to improve writing.,14itil it con-
forms to an acceptable itandard-of excellence. Standards of writ-
ing refer to the generally accepted lititing conventions. These in-,
clude technical matters such as grammar, usage, and mechani8
as well as the more substantive wiring skills, such as

A2

dard of writing must be flexibly administered so that children's

,Evaluating Children's Writing
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current writing ability and previous writing experience are taken
into account.

ea

Editing ability grows as children internali4e the writing
standards taught in the language program. When editing is
taught in a variety of interesting and motivating ways, children
develop the ability to .examine their own writing critically.
Writers should learn how to improve,their'own writing, even
though some will never become outstanding self-editors.

,Teaching editing is- a c allenging task. It is more difficult
to teach children to evorlua th`qir own writing than it is to
evaluate for them. Teacher who have accepted the challenge
have found that editirig offers the best prospect for substantial,
writing growth. Of course, teacher evaluation must continue as
part of the total evaluation program, but teachers must not
waver from the ultimate goal: Teach children to be their own
editors. .

The following guidelines have be-en used by teachers who
have succeeded ineheting children to write freely and edit well.

1. . Cling egrfutis aclietities stimulate self editing Editing 5cti-
4ities should plare'children in various roles which require them
to make judgments al2ou their own writing and that of others.

2. Modeling editing behatior. The modeling of editing takes place
wheo teacheiliformally comments on children's writing,
during conferences with children about their writing, and when
teachigg sVhdle-c-Thssoor group situations. It is essential-
to be sensitive, appreciative, and accurate in dealing with the
personal waiting of children.

3 Encouraging children to listen to their own writing before o
editing it. This may IA done by working with a partner, by
reading weitrig aloud, or by,recpraing the writing and playing it
back. Minor problems can be spotted immediately in thig way,
and, with expeiienfe, children will also learn to detect more
serious writing problems.

There are many' activities for stimulating editing. A few
that have worked well in clasroorris follow.

1. Teaching editing regularly in editing workshops. The Oditing
workshop ig a stnictuted procedure for teaching editing skills.
Tfupprocedures fo teaching editing workshops are presented in
detail under the...discussion which' follows on peer-evaluation.

their tenting. A partner reads the account an listens to The

-
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question. The writer and the partner discuss any problems en-
' CountereM: The, discussion should lead to decisions about

rewriting.
3. Pair* a fifticor sixth grade class with a first or second grade

class The ol4er children act as editors and authors for the
younger. After instructing the older children in the techniques of
editing, have them help younger children with their writing.
Young children often react more positively to an older child than
to an adult.

4. Instructing the children to underline certain words in their most
recent writing They might, for example, be told to underline
words that might be changed for more exact, vivid, or lively db-
scriptions; or they might be directed to use a thesaurus or dic-
tionary to aid in.precisewprd selection..

5 Placing editing charts in hey places within, the room. Children
need help in learnirsg to use specific elements listed in the charts
to check their papers. The charts should cover two basic areas:

.4to

Composing Skills Chart
Did I say what I wanted to say clearly?
Dict I choose the exact wordingzo othert will understand?

-.Did I arrange paragraph deta%An logical or interesting ways?
Is each sentence well formed?
Dbes each paragraph have a main 'dea and supporting details?
Did I use more fvordslthan necessary?
Did my story have a clear beginning, middle, and ending?
Did I make the people and events real, and interesting? .

Mechanical Skills Chatt
Does each sentence end with the correct punctuation?
Dic1,1 use punctuation in other appropriate places?
Did I capitalize the first word of each sertence?
Did I capitalize other appropriate words?
Did I spell words correctly and check words I was unsure of?
Did I write in my best handwriting?

. 4. . .
These charts are general; more specific carts can be made to

fit certain situations. However, editing charts are useless unless
chi th;en have been taught how and when to use them.

4, , A major responsibility in teaching writing is helping children
to (earn the skills of editing. Successful teaching of editing, re-
qu res attention to detail, careful planning, and a general writing
program that makes authorship an exciting enterprise without
sacrificing discipline and. responsibility.

'
Sor
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Peer-Evaluation: Purpose and Use
When small groups of pupils work together to impiove one

another's writing, they are engaging in peer-evaluation: Peer-
evaluation is a group editing experience intended to improve the
writing of each individual child. It benefits the writing program
in three ways:

1. Peer-evaluation improves writing, as research by Lagana
11972) and others has shown. Research in peer valuation
showS' that improvement has occurred in such areas as grim-
matital usage, organization, sentence revision, theme writing,
and critical thinking interestingly. writing improvement
brought about by peer-evaluation may be equal to or greater
than improvement resulting solely from teacher evaluation.

2 Peer-evaluation .helps pupils develop benchmarks against
which to judge the quality of their own writing.' Peer-eval-
uators are directed to look for' the presence or absence of
specific writing features in the writing of their peers. As
pupils eN, aluate the writing of their peers they develop greater
awareness of what makes their osliin writing understandable to
others Practice in applying writing skills id evaluation ses-
sions helps pupils understand how these skills apply to their
own writing and editing habits.

. 3 Peer-evaluation broadens the audience for each child's
writing, thus giving an additional incentive for writing. Since
pupils relate best to their peers, it seems reasonable that soiie
writing should be evaluated by this natural audience.
broadening the aydience fOr writing also stimulates children
to select a wider rkinge of topics and may encourage more sin-

° cere and forthright language expression. .

Peer-evaluatioh has succeeded best where these three
challenges have been squarely faced. First, pupils must be taught
tc evaluate writing sensitively and accuratel . Second, p4pils

tmust be shown how to work together harmorno sly in grow sat-
tings. Third, teachers must be willing to trust upils with 1
task of evaluating writing. When teachers-face t ese &alien, es
and are prepared to work hard to accomplish therm children's
writing will improve. .

Three steps are recoreimended for implementing a peer- ,

evaluation program: ,

L Teach the procedures for evaluating writing as a whole class'
or-t-o--ha.v trig- pupil's work .independently-in-groups

tell pupils they will be given a Writing Workshop for learning

86 Cramer
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how to evaluate their own writing and the writing of others.
Follow these procedures: 4 , - I ..°

r

a. Give a writing assignment on the day preceding .the
Writing WOrkshop. Have each pupil complete the writing
assignment in first draft form. .

b. Selecti'one pupirs'oviiting assignment (it is essential to
secure permissicn and assure anonymity) and Make a
transparency. Prbject the draft material onto a screen. Tell
the pupils to read the draft, then ask, "What are some
things that have been done well in this draft?" List re-
sponses on the board. Initially, pupils often! single out the

-..s. mechanical technicalities of writing. ,
4

c. Tell the pupils to read the draft again. Theni,ask, "What are
. some things that should be changed to improve this

draft?" Make the suggested changes on the transparency
with a grease pencil and list the on the board.

d. Comment on each suggestion in a casual but informative
manner. Comments should include information directly re-
lated to good writing ,pr?actices, as well as praise for
thoughtful and accurate suggestions. No pupil's honest ef-
fort should go without acknowledgment.

.e. Assign one or two items from the lists for pupils to
evaluate in each other's drafts. For example, pupils may be
assigned to work in pairs to look for sentence fragments in

i each other's drafts. 4,-
f. As the pupils work, circulate among them offering instruc-

tion and praise. For example, if a pupil cannot locate a
sentence fragment, show the pupil where the problem.is
and explain how to recognize it as a fragment. Pupils will
often discover strengths and weaknesses in each other's .ew ing that they were not assigned to find. This behavior

puld be praised and rewarded. Other children will imitate
this responsible behavior and some pupils will soon be do-
ing a more thorough job. Of course, official responsibility is
still limited to the specific tasg assigned for this particular
writing workshop.

/ i.
2. After pupils have gairib-d evaluation experience through the

writing workshop, they will be prepared for.the more challeng-
ing peer-evaluation erperiences described below: ,---

a. After pupils have completed a writing assignment,
organize them into groups of four to evaluate the 'para-
graphs they have written. Have-pupils use specific writing
criteria, such aS those shown below, to evaluate the para-
graphs they have written.

Dohs the paragkaph_have a_topic sentence that states the
controlling ideal: .

0. .
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Is the topic sentence at the beginning, middle, or the end.
of the paragraph?

Is each supporting detail related to the topic sentence?

Is the punctuation and capitalization in each sentence
correct?

b. Have pupils make corrections and editorial comments on
the paper each is evaluating. Explain that comments
should be related.fo how well the evaluation criteria have
been met for this particular paragraph wfiting assignment.

c. Ha\ e pupils rate the paper using a three point scale similar
to the one given below. The rating system in the scale is as
follows:

Low = 1 (The bottom 25 percent)
Middle = 2 (The middle 50 percent)
High = 3 (The top 25 percent)

First, familiarize pupils with the purposes and functions of
a rating scale such as the one described. Once pupils
understand how such a scale works, they will have little dif-
ficulty using it effectively.

d. Pupils exchange papers once again within their group. The
second evaluator performs exactly the same functions de-
scribfid in steps b and c above. The purpose here is to have
two,`"cliffe?ent evaluations of each paper within the group.

e. Return the papers to the original writers for a rewrite and
piepaittion of the final draft. Encourage pupils to discuss
die editorial comments and ratings they have given.

f. After the final draft is prepared, reassemble the groups.
Have pupils read each paper. Direct a discussion concern-
ing the effectiveness of.their evaluation work.

g. Have the pupils decide which of. the four papers within
their group best conforms to the criteria used to evaluate
the work.

h. C llect, the final drafts and assign final grades if you so
°desire. Of course, it is not necessary to the peer-evaluation
proceks that this be cine.

it Since work that reaches the final draft stage often deserves
a wider audience than it normally receives, the instructor
may wish to have the class discuss Ways in which this may
be accomplished, such as throw r e'clas newspaper, bulle-
tin boards, or even a Young Atifthor's Conference.

N

3 The final .stage of peer-evaluation involves s of pupils
jointly producing and editing special pr ject writing
assignments. For example, pupils play jointly write and edit a
play, research report, story, or other 'Work. However, this
should not be attempted until the groups are working to-

, gether harmoniously arid effectively at the Step 2 level.

9,7 Cramer.



Peer-evaluation teaches children the basic skills of writing
by having them edit and later produce written work within a
group setting. The genuine audience that peer-evaluation pro-
vides is a powerful stimulus for learning. Implementing peer-
evaluation requires considerable skill and dedication, but the
rewards are often beyond the teacher's most optimistic expect&
tions.

Conclusion and Suininary .

Evaluation is often thought of as a way to assess levels of
achievement in writing in order to assign grades. Indeed, evalua-
tion has this legitimate function. However, this paper has con-
sidered evaluation in a different light. Evaluation can also guide
and inforniteaching and learning. When children learn to revise
their own writing and that of others, they acquire evaluation and
writing skills simultaneously.

Teacher-evaluators can use holistic evaluation to gain
quick impressions of writing. These impressions guide and in
form group or individual writing instruction. Analytic evaluation
achieves a similar purpose. However, analytic evaluaiioh is more
time-consuming than holistic evaluation. Thus, it is recom-
mended that holistic evaluation be used more often than analytic.

Self-evaluation is a means, of teaching children the skills
usually exercised by the teacher. In the process of acquiring the
evaluative skills required to revise their own writing,.children im-
prove their writing ability. Teachers need not feel guilty about
transfei*g a share of evaluation responsibility*to children.
After alClievision is based on the premise that writers must learn
how to evaluate their own writing if they are to become mature
writers.

Peer-evaldation is an extension of self-e luation. When
children apply the skills they have gained in evalu ting their own
writing to the, writing of their peers, they are merely extending
the arena of opportunity for learning how to write.

Certainly the benefits of these informal evaluation pro-
cedures for the teaching of writing skills make them worthwhile
in and of theniselves. However, as cited earlier,' there is also
strong evidence to suggest that evaluation and improvement of
writing skills will also have a positive influence on reading skills.

r
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'STORY
STRUCTURE

STORY SETTING

STORY
CHARACTERS '

'STORY
CONVERSATION

STORYIbEA

1/4

Standards for Evaluating Composing Skills for Narrative Writing
Low Middle High

No identitiaort beginning middle Aar end
Story problem unc4ear Action and char-
acters not developed or related Essential
details missing or confusing, Story prob-
lem not solved or resolution unrelated to
events

1

Beginning middle, and end present, but
not always identifiable Story problem
presented but not completely developed
Some conversation'al or descriptive details
included End may not show logical re-
solution of problem

Identifiable beginning, middl% and end
Characters introduced and problem pre-
sentee Characters andproblem well-
developed with appropriate conversational
or descriptive detail Story ends with
believable resolution of problem

Setting of the story.not identifiable Details
inappropriate animonf using

Time and place of Vary are hinted at But
uncertain Further, retNaces to setting
may be inconsistent with original time or
place

Time and place of story clearly set
Specific details related to setting given in
appropriate context Setting consistent
throughout

Characters not believable Details related
to character development are incohSistent,
inappropriate, or missing Difficult to
distinguish one character fah another
Action of characters unrelated to problem

Characters somewhat believable some
descrippve or conversational details
given Details may not develop character
personality Action of characters not
always related to problem, Major. and

.minor characters not clearly discernable

Conversation .among characters haphaz-
ard, incomplete, or muddled Much of the
conversation, inappropriate to circum-
stances and to personality of story
characters Conversation seen unrelated
to story being told

`Conversation sometimes appropriate to
circumstances and to characters Conver-
sation may reveal character personality or
relationships among characters Conver-
sation sometimes not clearly related ,,to
story

Characters believable Descriptive or con-
versational detail develops character per-
sonality Action of characters relates to

oblem Major characters more fully de-
loped than minor ones

Conversation appropriate to story circum-
stances and to personality of each*char-
azter Conversation used to reveal char-
acter and develoP interrelationships,
among characters Conveksation clearly
relates t6 story

Story idea -is trite or otherwise unin-
teresting Storilacks plot or plot is vague
Story ends abruptly or reaches no definite
conclusion

Story idea is interest hg Idea may lack
freshness oc imaginativeneis Story has a
plot Plot may npt be well-developed or en-

tirely consistent Story cfncling\may not be
satisfying or- interesting

Story idea is fresh or imaginative Story
plot is well-developed, is consistent, and
comes to a satistying, - surprising, or
otherwise highly effeCtive ending.

IOU



QUALITY OF
IDEAS

QUALITY OF
ORGANIZATION

Al

SELECTION OF
WORDS

STRUCTURE OF
SENTENCES

STRUCTpRE OF
PARAG(APH 1-

(

Standards for Evaluating COmposing Skills for Expository Writing
Low Middle High

-.

Most ideas va ue incoherept inaccurate
underdeveloped or incomplete Details
often unrelated to topic Nothing im-
aginative or thoughtful about the ideas

Unevenness in completeness and develop-
rrent of ideas Most Ideas related to the
topic a few `unrelated Sound, but up-
maginative ideas .

1.

Ideas relevant to the topic. fully
developed, rich in thought and imagina
lion ang clearly presented,

Introduction development, and conclu-
sion unclear Emphasis of major and minor
points indistinguishable Sentences and
paragraphs seldom related by transitions
Overall lack of coherence and forward
movement .-/

Introduction,, development or conclusion
not easily identified Emphasieon major or
minor points sometinfes not well-
balanced Transitions betWeen sentences
and. paragraphs used, but without con-

, sistency Forward movement variable

Introduction, development, and conclu-
sion w,ell-structured, complete, and easily
tdentified Emphasis of major and minor
points well-balanced Sentences and
paragraphs clearly related by transitions
Logical forward movement.

Word selection inexact, immature, and
fimited Figurative language seldom used

r

Word selection usually suitable and ac-
curate Over-used words and cliches
somewhat common 'Figurative language
may lack freshness, when used

Facility and' flair in word selection Writer
experiments with words in unusual and
pleasing ways Figurativdanguagewsed,
often in Interesting and imaginative ways

.
No variety in sentence sirikture. often
only simple sentences are used Transi-
lions limited to such words as then; con-
luctiona to and Awkward and puzzing
sentences common Run-on sentences
and fragments often appear

Some variety in sentence length and
. structure Transitions used when neces-

sary Few sentence constructions awk-
ward and puzzling, Run-on sentences and
sentence fragments appear, butdo not
predominat6 '

( Sentence length and structure vaned
Sentences consistently . well-formed
Smooth.flow from sentence to sentence.
Rurf-on ,sentences and sentence frag-
rents rarely appear i

Tope sentences seldom used Irrelevan-
cies common Order of details haphazard
Little or no command of the tour common
paragraph types .

,,_ \Topic sentencesu, stated Irrelevan-
cies uncommon Drder of details usuaV
suitabLe Limited ability to use the foUf
common types of paragraphs

.
. \

.

Topic sentences stated and supported
with relevant\ details Appropriate variety
used in ordering details (chronological,
logical, spatial, climactic) Fp.of types of
paragraphs used when appropriate (nar-
rative, explanatory, descriptive, per -



GRAMMAR AND
USAGE

PUNCTUATtON

CAf,ITAL:.
IZATION

'SPELLING

liANDWRITING1
NEATNESS. -

1
Standards for Evaluating. Mechanical Skills for Narrative or Expository Materials

, -

Frequent errors in the use of nouns, pro-
nouns, modifiers, and verbs ,

,

"*)

Gra4atical conventions of inflections,
functions, modifiers, nouns. pronouns,
and verbs usually observed Grammatical'
errors sometimes occur

Grammatical conventions of inflections,
functions modifiers, nouns, ,pronouns.
and verbs observed Grammatical errors
infrequent

End punctuation often used incorrectly'
Internal punctuation seldom used Un-
commonipunctuation is almost never used
correctly

,, Sentences usually end with appropriate
-,1 punctuation internal punctuationosed,

with occasional errors Slncommon punt-
tuition sometimes used, but often lilac-
curately .

Sentences consistently end with ap-
propnate punctuation Internal punctua-
ton and other less common punctuation
usually correctly used

, t, .
Fi t Word of sentence often not capital-word
ize Pronoun/often a small letter Proper .

. no ns seldom capitalized Other capital-
[Mon rules usually ignored

First word of sentences nearly always
capitalized' I always capitalized Weil-
known proper nouns usually capitalized
Other capitalization rules used, but not
consistently

.

First word of a sentence and the pr4-
noun/always capitalized Well-known pro
per nouns neally always capitalized Good
corimartd of ottier capitalization rules re-

ng titles, languages, religions, and-
so on

Frequent spelling errors' Shows a frustra-
ton spelling level (less than 70%) Unable
to 'improve spelling accuracy in edited
work without help MiSspellings often dif-
ficult W recognize as English words

Maionty of words spelled correctly Shows
an instructional spelling level (70 to
80%) Approaches 0%, accuracy pi
edited work Misspellings approximate
correct spellings ,

,
, ,

Nearly all words spelled correctly Shows
an independent spelling level (90°/0)4,04-
proaches 100% accuracy in edited work
Misspellings close to hrrect spellings.

. .

Handwriting difficult or impossible lo
read. tellers and words crowcled Forma-
ton of letters inconsistent Writing often _..,

illegible .

Handwriting usually readable, but some
words and letters difficult to recognize
So'me crowding of letters and words,

.7

Hanciwriling clear, neat, and consistent
Forms all letters legibly with consistent
spacing between letters and' words .

.

The mechanical skills for writing are esqentially the same for expository and narrative materfals;
therefore, only one chart is needed to describe the standards'for evaluating either form of written work.



Inform-al Reading' Inventories:
A Critical Analysis

John J. Pikulski
University of Delaware
and
Timothy Shanahan
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

Given the apparent widespread popularity of the informal
reading inventory for reading evaluation, it seems appropriate to
periodically critically evaluate th4 status of this major approach.
In a 1974 publication, Pikulski attempted to comprehensively
evaluate the available information about informal reading inven-
tories and to make suggestions as to the directions that future
research and inquiry might take. This paper. is an attempt to look
at the amount of progress that has been 'thade toward answering
some of the questions raised in that 1974 review, and to consider
some new issues which have arisen.

There will- be a focus on several research studies which help
to answer queStions about the reliability and validity of the pro-
cedures ised for informal reading evaluation. Issues of interrater
and, alternate farm reliability, criteria. for establishing reading
levels; differenceb between miscue analysis and informal reading
inventory procedurei, and the role of comprehension'arralyiis are
considered. Onlyitentative conolusions can be offered in many of
these areas because of the limitations inherent in the available
research.

An informal reading inventory consists of a sequential
series of reading selections, graded in difficulty, w h students
read ,and answer questions about, and a set of pro dures for
analyzing the student's reading behavior in an ins ctional

;
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situation. The instrument used for this analysis can be a pub-
lished inventory or it can be teacher constructed. Both forms of
informal reading inventories will be discussed in this paper, and
the reader is cautioned to keep the-distinction between the two in

'mind.

Reliability a

No serious treatun. ent of formal assessment devices, such as
a standardized group achievement test, would dare to omit a
discussion of reliability if its authors expected the test to be ac-
cepted as a legitimate evaluation tool. However', it appears that
many textbooks and published inventories ignore the issue of
reliability when -IRIS are the topic. This is unfortunate, as an
assess lent instrument certainly cannot be useful if the results it
yields are unstable and affected by. chance factors. Of course it
could be.arguelthat informal measures do not require the same
level of reliability expected of formal tests because of the-
possibility of multiple administrations and ongoing observation
of student behavior after the initial testing.' For example,
teacher Might employ an IRI to place a student, in a reading book
with an appropriate level of difficulty. Every time the student
receives instruction in that book there is an additional opportu-
nity to evaluate the accuracy of.thelnitial test results. Although
such cohtihued monitoring could go a long way toward ovl.cora-
ing limitations in ,reliability, empirical ,data suggests thatt
teachers do not make such alteratiOns of instructional place-
ments frequently (Austin & MorriSon, 1961; Rosenbaum, 1960;
Weinstein, 1976). . ,

Even given ongoing evaluation, nothing is gained from the
use of untenable measures. The question of whether the results of
informal reading inventories are consistent or reliable is still im-
portant. Unfortunately, a search of the literature reveals little
that is new in helping us to answer that question in an informed

.way. .

Interrater reliability. One form of consistency asks, will dif-
fercint examiners using the same instrument to measure the same
thing get the same results? It's called interscorer or interrater
reliability.

A Critical Analysis
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A 1975 study by Page and Carlson suggests that the re-
sults from informal evaluations may be far from consistent. They
found that experikeed reading specialists were not able to agree
very consistently on the quality of oral reading. In their study,
seventeen certified reading'specialists listened to a tape-recorded
oral reading per'for'mance. The teachers were directed to mark all
miscues or errors, and to count them as they would in an informal
reading inventory. They were to indicate whether the passage
was at the student's independent, instructional, or frustration
level 1though these teachers listened to the same tape, six rated
the pasage to be at the independent level, five said it was in- -

structional, and six said frustration level.
Similarly, in a study by Allington (1978), teachers were

found to be quite inaccurate in their analyses of a taped oral
reading performance. No specific reliability data were reported-in
this study, but a large percentage of the teachers' erroiscappeared
to be such that consistency is doubtful. The analyses of these 57
teachers differed markedly (on the average about 28 percent)
from the number of errors actually, on the tape.

However, studiesiby Lamberg (1975), Lamberg, Rodrigues,
and Douglas (1978), and Roe and Aiken (1976), arelnoreentourag-t
ing. Working with preservi6e teachers, tifey found that fairly
good accuracy could be achieved, even -over a relatively short
period of time, if consistent, structured training techniques were
used. Undergraduates were able to significantly' decrease the...\ number of errors they made in recording oral reading perfor
mance and were also able to improve in determining whether a
deviation from the expected oral reading response was a reflec-
tion of the speech patterns of children from Spanish-speaking
backgrounds.

. The recency of the training appears to,be an important fac-
tor in the consistency of evaluatigh which can be derived from an
IR( There appears to be a need for frequent posttraining checks
to insure consistency of evaluation. The fact that the only studies
in which consistent reading evaluations are found are studies in
which all ieachers take part TA the same training program also
suggests the strong possibility that reading personnel are ex-
posed to a wide variety of training procedures which influence

AA

(:\
how they score and interpret informal reading inventories.
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Alternate form 41.cojii...tl. A second form of rehab!, con-
cerns whether one would get similar results even when two dif-
ferent forms of the same test are used. This reliability question
would seem directly answerable for the published informal read-
ing inventories, especial since most of them have several forms
of the test at various gr de levels. The Classroom Reading Inven-
tory, for example, has three parallel 'sets of testing aterial
(Forms A, B, and C) for each level, preprimer throu
grade. Would one obtain the same results with form C or B -a ne
would with A? Although the Clawoom Reading Inventory is
now in its third edition, the question of reliability is not ad-
dressed a ywhere in the test materials. In general, it appears
now, as it did in 1974, that some authors of published informal
reading i entories do not feel a need to provide traditional
psychome c evidence for the reliability or -.validity of these in-

L

struments.
The fairly recent Ekwall Reading Inventory iS the only one

of the published inventories available to us which directly ad-
dresses the subject of reliability. Ekwall (1979) reports a
"preliminary study" involving 40 subjects, The study seems a
study of alternate form reliability since Ekwall reports4that the
correlation between Forms 'A and C, which were used to measure
oral reading perforifiance, was .82 and the correlation between
forms C and D was .79. However7Ekwall labels it a study of in-
terscorer reliability because one examiner gave the tests in
grades one through four qnd anothtr gave the tests in grqdes five
through nine. It still appears to us that it's a tudy of alternate
form reliability. In lny event the re Its a 'fficult, at best, to
interpret since Ekwall doesn't even r what it was that was
correlated. In addition, a reliability co fficient of only .79 is not
particularly impressive since a frequent accepted guideline for

an acceptable reliability coefficient for a to t that is to be used for
individual diagnosis is .90.

Several studies done in the past few ye s have also raised
questions alaiout the potential reliability .r instructional
material IRIS. In several studies, Bradley and A is (1976, 1977)
as well as Eberwein (1979), have presented evide ce to suggest
that 'basal readers vary considerably in readability. If a book
designated as being at fourth reader level contains selections that
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range in readability from first to eighth grade level, then a child's
reading performance at the fourth reader of a particular basal
series may vary considerably depending on the passage the
teacher or pulilither selects to use in the informal reading inven-
tory. This poses a serious threat to the whole concept of informal
reading evaluation which suggests that the best way to tell
whether children can successfully receive instruetionAn a given
book is to ask them to reada mien sample of that book. In their'
1978 study, Bradley and Ames, after analyzing hundreds of pass-
ages selected'from popular basal reader series, found that pass-
ages taken from a single level of a basal reader might vary in
readability from first td twelfth grade level. In "an earlier study,
Bradley and Ames 076) illustrated the effect that passage
variability withih'the same basal reader book could have on oral
reading performance. Students were found to be at a variety of
levels of proficiency, although all of the IRI passages tad 'been
selected from a single basal reader.

In terms of variability of readability, at least some of the
published inventories do present an advantage, Johns, for exam- .
ple, reports readability'rrstimates for all of the passages used in-.
the Basic Reading Inventory using both the Fry and either the
Spache or Dale -Chalt formulas. He presents the results`'for all
levels and all forms of the inventory, and the results indicate that
the,readability is at or close to the designated levels of difficulty.
Ekwall reports using the Harris-Jacobson formula to adjust the
readability level of each passage to the midpoint of its designated
level.
- While the published inventories do seem to present infor-

mation suggesting that pass&ges are at their designated level of
readability, comments such as that by Ekwall raise suspicions.
Reviews of readability research (Klare, 1974=1975) suggest that
readability formulae are reasonably good indices of difficulty of
material and they warn that readability formulae were never in-
tended as guides.to the writing of materials. Simply shortening
sentences and thus adjusting the readability designation of a
passage, may have little or no effect on the actual level of dif-
ficulty,of the passage (Hansen, 1976).

Error analysis. A frequent claim for informal evaluation is
that it can yield valuable information about strengths and
weaknesses that a person has in reading. It is not uncommon to
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find that as a result of an informal reading inventory, a diag-
nostician concludes there are specific skills in word recognition or
comprehension that a reader possesses and others that Ile or she
lacks. Is there evidence that such analyses can be made reliably?
'No evidence concerning the reliability of such evaluations was
found. SpaChe (1976, p. 141), criticized both commercial and
teacher-made IRIS for the failure to "recognize that the number of
errors analyzed should be 75-100 for a reliable diagnosis .

Repeated testing to obtain such a 'sample may be required to be
certain that the-remedial plan is formulated on asound basis."
This statement seems to east doubt on the possibilitY,of a reliable
error analysis under typical circumstance, but Spache reaches
this conclusion on the basis of studies of spelling accuracy and
not studies of reading diagnosis (Spache, 1980). Spache's state-.
ment raises the need for caution.in the analysis ofeading errors
or miscue Future research should consider whethei it is possible
to derive a liable assessment of specific skills through the use of
traditional i methodology.

Validity and iteria for Establishing Reading Levels
The question f validitythat is, does a test measure what

it purports to measu eis difficult to address for any reading
test, but again it is a c tral, critical concept for any assessment
technique.

One validity issue surrounding reading inventories relates
to the criteria 'recommended for establishing reading levels.

More than a decade ago, William 'Powell (1970) seriously
challenged the traatIonal criteria for setting reading levels from
informal reading inventories. The traditional criteria are usually
attributed-to Emmett Betts:Powell suggested that word recogni-
tion criteria be adjusted depending on the grade level of the child
being evaluated informally. /St first glade, for example, his
research suggested that only 83 percent oral reading accuracy be
required in order to establish an institctional level. The word
recognition.accurficy recommended for an instructional level rose
successively at each grade level through sixth grade where 94
percent accuracy was required.

Unfortunately, little research has been done in an effort to
determine the apprbpriatcriteria for the.establishment of levels
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since the review of informal assessment reported in 1974. Ekwall,
Solis, and Solis (1973) reported a study of third, fourth, and fifth
grade studerits who were. given an informal reading inventory
while they were monitored by a polygraph. Since polygraphs.(of-
ten called lie detectors) are designed td measure anxj&ty, it was
felt that through the use of the polygraph record the experi-
men d discern the maximum amount of word recogni-
tion and compr _ension errors a child could tolerate before stress
and' anxiety became apparent. Ekwall, Solis, and Solis failed to
find any signific-ant differences in reading scores associated with
stress indicators that teemed related to the grade level of the
child being tested, as would be predicted from Powell's position.
'heir data also suggested that the 90 percent word recognition
criterion for a frustration level was associated with indicatdrs of
stress on the polygraph readings; this again challenges Powell's
-tligestion that 91 percent word recognition accuracy is adequate
fOr an instructional level at third grade. This study, which is also
reported in the Reading Teacher (1974) by Ekwall, and the Jour-
nal of Learning Disabilities (1976) by Davis and Ekwall, found
that the amount of wor recognition and compre.hension errors
that a Aeader can tolerat may also depend on level of intelligence,
on whether, the child i an achieving reader, and on some per
sonality characteristic . (--

Since the available research seems limited, one might ques-
tion professional opinion about IRI criteria for setting levels. In
1971, Powell and Dunkeld commented on the almost astonishing
agreement of reading experts in accepting Betts' criteria in spite
of the lack of experimental evidence to support those criteria,
They found that among eleven authorities in the field only two
proposed seriously .different criteria, and one of these was Powell
himself. We thought it might be interesting to see if the situa-
tion had changed over the nearly ten years since Powell and
Dunkeld's report. We, therefore, selected from the shelves in our
offices the first eleven reading texts we came across that had
publication dates of 1978 or later and Which discussed criteria for
informal reading inventories. We were as surprised as Powell
and Dunkeld had been with the agreement among reading profes-
sionals about the criteria to employ. Again, the vast majority of
opinion suggests acceptance of Betts' criteria. Bond, Tinker, and
Wasson (1979), Dallman, Rouch, Chang, and .DeBoer (1978),
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Durkin (1978), Farr and Roser (1979), Hall, Ribovich, and Ramig
(19791, Ransom (19781, Roe, Stoodt, and Burns (19781, and Stauf-
fer, Abrams, and Pikulski (19781, all recommend setting reading
levels on the basis of tir traditional criteria. Cheek and Cheek
(1980), also accept Betts criteria as an equally good alternative.
They cation only that the diagnostician adopt one or the other
set of criteria, Indicating-ghat evidence doesn't lead to a
clear endorsement of either set. This was the only one of the
eleven texts that did suggest that Powell's criteria were accept-
able. Bader (1980) basically recommends theetts criteria, with
minor changes in the(criteria for comprehension performance, but
only in cases where silent reading precedes oral reading; oilier-
wise, she recommends lower standards. Harris and Sipay1978)
suggest yet another set of criteria based on a 1952 study by
Cooper, which compared scores on an IRI with the amount of
reading test grcnyth made over a year. Based on this study, Har-
ris and Sipay recommend that the most suitable word recogni-
tion score for an instructional lever in grades two and three is 99
percent,' and word recognition scores of 97 to 99 percent for in-
termediate grades. The comprehension criteria recommendedor
an instructional level are 70 percent and up for second and third
grades, and 60 percent and up for the intermediate grades. In-
terestingly, these criteria are more stringent at lower grade's and
less so at higher grades in direct contradiction to Powell's conten-
tion that children cin tolerate the greatest degree of error at the
lowest grades. It sffould be noted that Cooper's 1952 dissertation

Dunkeld's 1970 study are unusual in that they base their
recommendations as to level getting criteria on they eventual pro-
gress students made in reading. Additional studies of this nature
are needed. -

Another place to look at professional. opinion regarding

fift.
criteria for informally establishing reading. levels is in the
published IRIS. Here, again, agreement is asto1ishingly con-
sistent, and is most accepting of the traditional IRI criteria. The
Classroom Reading Inventory, the Basic Reading Inventory, the
Content Inventories, and the Diagnostic Reading Inventory all
accept the traditional criteria; the Ekwall Reading Inventory also
adopts the traditional criteria except that 60 percent or more
comprehension is acceptable as an instructional level rather than
the traditional 75 percent or more score. The Sucher-Allred
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,that departs somewhat from traditional criteria. For an instruc-.

. it ional level, the criteria are 92 to 96 percent accuracy for word
recognitiOn and are 60 to 79 percent fpr comprehension. ScOres
below an instructional 'level are at a frustration level; scores
above the instructional level 'are acceptable fofan independent
level. .

..

The agreement with respect to criteria among authors of
published reading inventories is truly impressiverarely do we
see five out of six of our colleagues in essential agreement about
anything. The,agreement is even more impressive when we find
that in addition to the strong agreerhent on the criteria for
percentage scores, there is also widespread agreement on what
constitutes an error. All of the inventories, with the exception of
the Basic Reading Inventory, agree that oMissions,,insertions,
substitutiqs, mispronunciations, and repetitions constitute
errors The"Basic Reading Inventory departs seriously. from the

and by cour aging the examiner to count' only "significant
other published inventories by not counting repetitions as errors

miscues." After examiners count the total number of miscues,
they are directed to count the 'number of dialect miscues, all cor-
rected miscues, and all miscues that do not. change meaning.
These Thisignificant" miscues are not to be used Or level setting.
Johns' recommendatiOp reflects the fact that there is dn. in-
escapable problem in weighing all errors equally. It was pointed,
out in the 1974 review that it is unquestionable that there are
gradations of gravity in the types of errors. made. It does seem
less serious when a child substitutes die word `.` fruit" for "apples,
as compared with*not being able to attempt to pionounce, the
word. Howler, it would seem on the surface that the procedure
advocated by Johns would yield substantially higher scores than
would the procedure advocated by any of the other published in-
ventories; yet Johns continues to advocate use of the, traditional
criXeria scores for establishing reading levels. We see this as a
p6tential problem since the traditional criteria were meant toap-
ply to the oral reading accuracy stores based on all,errors. Hoff-
man (1980), in an article which cautions against weighing the
errors in informal reading inventories according to miscue
analysis procedures, came to a conclusion which seems to war-
rant careful consideration. He writes: "There is no question that

t
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qualitative techniquesof assessment such as miscue analysis are
a far richer source'of information for the discerning teacher than
simple error counts. Qualitative techniques are revealing of ways
in which instruction might be adapted to meet speCific students'
needs. It would appear advisable, however, that until such time
as we are able to demonstrate how qualitative analysis can better
meet demands for accurate placement of students in instructional
materials thample quantitative analysis, we should try to
keep the two procedures as separate and distinct as the purposes
for which they are used" (p. 138). In addition, we wonder if there
might not be interscorer reliability problems stemming from dif-
ferences in judgment as to what is and is not a "significant
miscue."

It seems appropriate for all those who might consider
changing basic IRI procedures to conduct some research on the ef-
fect that the changes might have in raising or lowering scores and,
to then consider establishing criteria. For example, Ekwall (1974)
has suggested that repetitions hot be counted as errors, and Gon-,
zaleoz and Elijah (1975) indicate that passages should be read ,
silently before oral reading analysis 'occurs. These changes are
not unreasonable, but they serve to raise scores an would
poSsibly lead to ever placement in reading materials. When
authorities recommend chafiges in procedures, they need to also
addTess whether criteria for level setting needto be revised.

,

Irifor.mal Reading Inventories and Miscue Analysis
The Basic Reading Inventory is certainly not alone, in

recommending a kind of psycholinguistic interpretation of infor-
mal reading inventory results. In fact, a frequent recommenda-
tion with regard to informal evaluation during the past decade
called for a wedding of inilrmal methodology with miscue
analysis, especially with respect to the interpretation of oral
readirperformance. A frequently heard criticism of informal
reading inventories is that they stress the quantitative rather
than the qualitative aspects of an oral reading performance. As
Weaver and,Smith4.979, p. 103) put itf 'The major problem .

is that many version of the IRI encouraedteachers to look prim-
arily at the quantity of a reader's errors.rather than the quality.
Such a procedure may lead teachers to underestimate children's
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readini strengths and'or to prescribe inappropriate skills
lessons." Though ach ocates of informal .evaluation usually urge
that the nature and severity of the error's be taken into considera-
tion, they are usually sketchy in their description of just Sow this
qualitative analysis be undertaken. NIikUe 'analysis, with its
identified categories for analyzing orakireading errors, seemed to
many to be a natural accompaniment to informal evaluation. The
use of traditiOnal 'RI numerical criteria could allow for the setting
of independent, instructional. and frustration levels while more
careful diagnostic observations regarding reading strengths and
weaknesses might take place through triscue analysis. As Wil-
liamson and Young (1974)' put it, "The power of the diagnosis
.made by using the Informal Reading Inventory and the Reading
Miscue Inventory is increased if the concepts from both these

,techniques are synthesized. The IRI is an informal procedure for
*kletermining error count, four reading levels. .,. . The RNII focuses
on the quality of a reader's, errors."

O'ne immediate obstacle to the marriage, however, appears
to be the alleged impracticality of miscue analysis for classroom
use It is frequently estimated that administration of, a reading
miscue inventory following,,,the guidelines offered by Goodman
and Burke (1976) takes wall over an hour. In response to this
criticiqm, articles such as those 14. Bean (1979), Christie (1979),
Siegel (1979), and Tortelli (1976), proposed simplified prpcedureS
which were _designed to shorten the amount of time need to
make a systematic quglitative interpretation of an oral reading
performance. Christie suggested a two-step procedure wherein
oral reading deviations from the text were first analyzed for their
graphic' similarity to the original text, as to whether they were
semantically acceptable and self-corrected. The second step
called for a summarization of this information in terms of the
predominant strategies the reader employed.

We were able to locate no information in the literature as to
how widespread the systematic use of a miscue analysis of infor-
mal reading inventory results has become. Our very informal ob.
servation, based op ,,iliscussions with teachers and reading
specialists, is that 4sea. of ihformal evaluation largely continue
to rely predominantly; on an "eyeballing" of the 'oral leading
notations and to blase*trceir, judgments on these relatively un-
systematic analyses.
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There is another difficulty that has been unearthed that
s roblems for merging informal and miscue analysis pro-

cedures, a problem that may, in fact, se a genera one or m -

analysis. This stems from the fact that there is a growing body of
information which strongly suggests that the types of oral read-
ing errors or miscues that are made are dependent on the level of
difficulty of the mater41 that is being read. As a reader moves
from material that is only mildly or moderately challenging to
material that is difficult, the type of oral reading errors or
miscues that are made change.

One very consistent finding is that as a reader goes from
reading materials that are at an instructional level to materials
that are at a frustration level, there is a change in the type of
error made, with a strong tendency to make less use of meaning
and context clues (Christenson, 1969; Kibby, 1979; Leslie & Osol,
1974; and Williamson & Young, 1974). For example: Kibby used
113,11 procedures for coding suchkieviations from text to terms of
its graminatical acceptability, semantic acceptability, and
whether the miscue as corrected on the basis of the interrela-
tionship of these dimensions. The reader was classified as having
a strength, a partial strength, or a weakness in grammatical rela-
tionships. Using a population of fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh
grade disabled readers; he found that 4 percent of the students
demonstrated a strength in grtammatical relationships when
reading a passage from the.Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales
that was judgecyo difficult to meet the standards-for being at

"an instructional evel, but a full 74 percent demonstrated this
strength when reading a passage where instructional criterjp
were met. Similarly, Leslie and Osol (1974) found a significant

-difference betweep" the number of uncorrected errors that
resulted in a loss of meaning, depending on whether the eighth
grade students, who were subjects in this study, were reading in-.
structional level material or material that was more difficult than
instructional level. When they were reading materials with 95 to
99 percent accuracy, they were significantly more likely to eont.rect errors that prodticed a loss of meaning than en they read
materials with 90 to 94, percent accuracy. Similar ndings were
obtained by Williamson and Young (1974) using elementary
!Fade subjects who were reading pt fifth grade level. They. had
students- read from both ba;a1 readers and science materials. A

a
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study by-Negin, reported by Pearson (1978), suggested approx-
Mate ly a 15 to 30 percent drop-off in the use of context at the

frustration level from tilt appearing at the instructional level.
This study also indicates that students frequently are unable to
read known words (i.e., words they could read in isolation) in the
context of frustration level material.

There dpes seem to be a fair amount of evidence to suggest
that the pattern of errors that students demonstrate and the oral
reading strategies that they employ will change with the level of
challenge that those materials present to the reader. The more
difficult the material, the less likely readers are to employ mean-
ing and context clues, a_nd the less likely they are to correct errors
that detract from the meaning of the passage being read.

The implications of these findings seem twofold for infor-
mal evaluation. 1) It would seem to be inappropriate to group

,together"all miscues and erro7s. It seems necessary to analyze
them according to whether they are or are not at a subject's in-
structional level (a procedure which indicates the need for both
qualitative and quantitative analyses). 2) The practice of using
difficult materials for oral reading elhiloation seems ques-
tionable, at best. Thus, the advice of Goodirin and Burke (1976, -.
p. 20) that materials to be used for constructinga reading miscue
inventory be "one grade level above that which is usually assign-
ed in class" may be inappropriate. It seems likely that a difficult
passage such as-suggested by Goodman and Burke will limit the
extent to which a reader can employ language and context clues
and will force an overreliance on graphic clues.

In addition to these implications, this fairly recent research
on the changes that occur in the pattern of oral reading errors or
miscues also seems to provide some added support for the tradi-
tional criteria since in several of the studies, readers began to
become inefficient and began reading mechanically, rather than
for meaning, as their performance dropped below 95 percent ac-
curacy in word recognition. ,

1

Comprehension Analysis and the-
Informal Reading Inventory

The role of comprehension evaluation- in the IRI was
discussed briefly in the previous review. The bre'vity of the treat-
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ment was due toa`dearth of avails le inquiry into inforthal 'com-
prehension assessment a't that time..We assumed that the explo-
sion of compreliensionresearch which \has occurred over the past
few years would have led to an increase in rdsearth efforts con-
cerning informal evaluation. Our search ofthe literature failedto

: uncover much in this regard. We have Chosen to discuss, if only
griefly, -what.* have found, on this topic not because this
material is sufficient to answer the important question concern-
ing comprehension evaluation. but because it raises some issues
which require further attention.

Both commercially published and teacher-constructed IRIS
'usually employ five to. ten questions per passage to evaluate
reading comprehension.,The questions serve to direct students to
read for meaning, gnd performance on the questions is aetually
used to assist in level setting. Sometimes specific error analysis,.
by question type, is recommended. These questions are often
designed according to published 'guidelines (Johnson & Kress,
1965; Valmont: 1972). Recent research on the efficacy of such
guidelines for designing appropriate questions has implications
for IRI construction.

Davis (1978), for example, examined the ability of ques-
tions created by secondary teachers to discriminate between
good and poor readers and between levels of difficulty. She
reports that "as a whole, the set of inventory questions.operates
appropriately by demonstrating expected differences among the
subjects and the graded passages" (p. 15). She also reported,
however, that the individual questions, especially vocabulary
questions, did not have high discriminatory power in
distinguishing good and poor readers. Because of the limitations
in the degign of individual qpiestions. Davis recommends a
rethinking of the practice of encouraging teachers to constract'-
IRIs, though her criticisms are probably equally valid for com
mercially publiihed IRIs.

More pro 'blematical are the findings of Greenlaw and Peter-
son (cited in Peterson, Greenlaw, & Tierney, 1,978) who reported
that teachers, using each of three popular sets of question-
construction guidelines, arrived at very different sets of IRI ques-
tions. That is, none of the popular guidelines used in this study
were sufficiently well-defined to result in the creation of identical
question sets. The impact of such differences upon instructional
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placement was, demoffstrated in another study (Peterson,
Greenlaw, & Tierney, 1978. Utilizing one IRI with three different
sets of questions designed according to a single set of guidelines,
the, reading..skilll of 57 children, grades two through five., were
evaluated. The correlation of the reading placements derived
from the three sets of questions ranged from .78 to .83. Different
questions, in 'other words, result in the attribution of different
reading level designations. \

Thus, question variability lends to the attribution of dif-
ferent reading levels for the same reading behavior. This presents
a problem for informal reading inventory construction of both the
teacher-made and commercial varieties..Investigatiothis needed
to find out whether it is possible to specify question writing
criteria which Swill allow-znaximum discriminability of questions

.and-which will lead to diniore consistent reading level designa-
tion.

.,
Teacher Constructed vs
Informal Reading Iriventories

Throughout this review we have, as pointed out in the
introductory section. discus'sed two somewhat different forms of
informal. reading inventories. One form is that of teacher con-
structed .informal reading tests and a second is ptibliShed in-
formal.reading inventories. There is a serious question as to how
these two types of IRIs compare. In our search of the literature
for this review, we were unable to find a single study whith ad-
dressed this issue, therefore, we felt it,upropriate to undertake a
study aimed atl5roviding at least a prel nary answer as to how
the two types of 1111s compare. We were also somewhat interested
in hoW these two forms of evaluation compared with a widely
used, nidre standardiied type instrument, notably the readirig
section of,the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRATI.

Subjects
The subjects of this study were 33 s.tudents who were eval-

uated as part of the diagnostic service of_hthe Reading Center at
the University of 'Delaware. They represented a wide range inr
terms of age and reading ability. The mean age was 9-11 with's

'range from 7.2 to 15-11; average grade placement was 3.9 with a

4,
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range from first through ninth; reading instruction levels r6iged
from preprimer through sixth. While all subjects had been refer-
red for diagnosis because of a suspected readingproblem, eight or
24 'percent of the subjects were diagnosed asWving a reading
level that was at their grade placement. (This is ;tot to imply that
they were reading at an appropriate level. While one might ex-
pect a child with above average-intelligence to !lad above Trade
level, for purposes of this study it did not seem imperative to ad-. dress this issue.) Thus, the study looks at students' reading both
at of below grade placement. None of the students tested was
reading above grade placement.

Test Materials e

As part of a larger diagnostic battery, each subject in this
study was given each of the following reading tests: The Reading
Sedion of the Wide Range AchieveMent Test (Jastak & Jastak,
1978), the Basic Reading Inventory (Johns, 1978), and a clinician
constructed informal reading inventory. To accomplish the last
measure, students coming for the evaluation were requested:to
bring with them a copy of the reading text they wer6 currently
using in school. From this text, the clinician responsible for don-
ducting the diagnosis-of this youngster constructed an IRI follow-
ing the directions provided in Stauffer, Abrams, and Pik,u1ski
(1978). All clinicians had received at least one month's (raining in
the construction and administration of tests. All were Master's
degree candidates' working on a full time basis at the Reading
Center. In addition, because of the questions raised previously in
this chapter about the interpietation of the results of the Basic
Reading Inygntory, the procedures for recording, scoring, and
calculating the results of that measure were the, same employed
with the teacher-constructed IRI.

Results ,
it

Because of the preliminary naeure.of the study), complex
analyses of the data seemed inappropriate. Instead, the data were
analyzed in a simple, straightforward fashion to answer the fol-
lowing questions:

1. 'How did the average grade level score for the teacher-
constructed IRI, the published IRI, and the WRAT com-.
pare?
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There wasp an outstanding. amount Of agreement
tween the two forms of IRI The average grade score for
the clinician constructed instrument was 1.88 whilFthe

, average grade.score for the published IRI was 1.70; both
were approximately second grade level. In shafp' con
trast the average grade score on the Reading Section eEN.
the WRAT was 4.01 or fourth grademore than two
grade levels above the scores obtained from the IRIS.

2, How frequently7would students be placed at the same
instructional reading levels by the three measurement
instruments and how frequently would the results vary
by one.grade level or more?

Here again the results'of the two IRIS are remarkably
. consistent-22 of the total population of 33 (67 percent)

students were placed at the same instructional level; the
remaining 11 or 33 percent *ere within one grade level
of each other. There was some tendency for the clinician
constructed IRI to,yield somewhat higher scores.-Of the

- 11 students who were thin one year of each other,
eibit (24opercent) of the total of 33 scored 'one grade
level higher on the clinician constructed IRI. while only
three (9 percent) of the total population scored oneyear
higher' on thelublished IRI thin they did on the clini-
cian constructed. version. As one might expect from the
'Enrage grade, scores reported earlier, there was not
nearly so close an agreement between the WRAT andtlie
IRAs. When compared to the clinician constructed'IRI,
the two measures never placed students at the same
'grade level. The WRAT score was one grade lower for one
child or 3 percenhf the population. By far the outstand-
ing tendency was for the ,WRAT to yield ,mucti higher
scores. Lt placed 12 (37 percent) of the students one
grade level higher than didNhe clinician constructed IRI,

. 10 students 130 percent) were placed three levels, higher
on the WRATsthan on the clinician constructed IRI

The results obtained when comparing the instruc-
tiolial levels for the WRAT and the published IRI were re-
markably similar to those just discussed; therefore;
these results will not be reported in order to conserve
space.

-
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Discussion
The authors of this chapter were extremely surprised by

the high degree of agreement between the two types of IRIs.
Based upon'clintial observations of test
far less agreement. The results wer

It should be pointed out
using the same recording, scoring, and interp

a, we had anticipated
s extremely encouraging!

at these results were obtained
tation procedures

with both the clinician constructed d publis ed IRIs and that
the measures were administered by t e same cli 'cian. All levels
Were set 'Only after review by the aculty sup rvisor of the
Diagnostic-Service. It seems almost certain that if t procedures
outlined by the author of the published IRI had be followed,
substan.tially lt.ss agreement would have been achie d. Thus,
these results largely suggest thtt 'Tfirgimilarly trained clinicians
use agreed upon procedures and criteria, they can obtain very
similar results with respect to setting an instructional level
regardless of whether they construct their own IRI or tale pub-
lished materials.

As indicated previously, we h not anticipated so close an
agreement. Ohe possible reason for this is that at times the dif-
ferenceeobtained in an actual reading performance were drama-

<even though the same instructional level was established
usi g both IRIs. Fer example, in one case a second grade child
who cored below a preprimer instructional level achieved an oral,

din accuracy score of 92 percent when reading an. IRI selec-
tio bad Upon the prepriker instructional materials being used
in school; 'the 92 percent score als6 represented a rather labored
oral reading and,' therefore, the child was judged to fall below
standgrds even at a preprimer level. However, when asked to
read the hreprimer passage from the published reading inven;
tory, this child achieved an oral reading score of only 32 percent.
Though the instructional level was still below the preprimer, the
two oral reading performances were dramatically different. Vis-
ual insp.ection of the actual scores from the two IRIS suggested
that childre2 who were reading.at a first reader level or below
were more likely to do better on an informal reading inventory

. based on their instructional materials than on some general,
published IRI Given the fad' that instructional materials vary
considerably in the vocabulary and skills that they introduce,
especially in the earliest levels of the prograTns, this is haYdly a
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sutprising finding. It does suggest, however, that the use of a
general, published IRI with beginning readers may not reflect the
specific vocabulary and skills that they have mastered in their
program of reading instruction. It may, on the other hand, give a
good estimation of the general or functional reading skills
mastered by the student.

The,results of this preliminary study confirm the Impres-
sions of many reading specialists that the reading section of the
WR VT seriously overestimates a child's instructional level. While
the-witivr may have 'utility as a quick, gross screening device,

OP theAe results suggest that approximately one put of three times it
will overestimate a child's instructional level by as much as three
grade levels.

One final observatio seems in order. There was a substan-
tial amount of agreemen etween teacher judgment as reflected
in the book plcement of the subject Wsted and the results of
both IRIs. For example, when the instructional level from the
clinician constructed IRI Was compared with the level at which
the child was actually receiving instruction, the grade level was
the same for 21 (64 percent) of the 33 subjects. Three (9 percent)
children were underplaced, that is their instructional level estab-
lished by the IRI was a year'higher than the level of the book in
which they were rec.eiving instruction. Nine of the children (27
percent) were overplaced according to these -results. Seven of
them (21 percent) were placed in books above the instructional
level established by our testing, and two (6 percent) were in books
two levels above their established instructional level. Given the
fact that there is likely to be some degree of error in our measure-

, ment, and the difficulties involved in interpreting reading test
results, teacher judgment for this group of youngsters appears to
be accurate to an encouraging degree.

Summary anti Conclusions
Based on the review that has just been made, the following

'conclusions. seem in order with respectto the use and interpreta-
tion of the IRI.

1. Published IRIs in particular should provide infoiktnation
about alternate forin and test- retest reliability. Re-
search is needed to indicate the reliability of judgments
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regarding specific skill strengths and weaknesses deriv-
ed from an IRI performance.

2. Because a given reading text may contain selections
which vary considerably in readability, teachers and
other diagnosticians should carefully choose selections
when constructing An informal reading inventory. When
using an mi,that was constructed by a publisher to ac-
company its reading materials, users ,should critically
ask if it isosimilar in content and skill demands to the
materials that are being considered for use with

\\LI child being tested.
Though the empirical support for the usb of the tradi-
tional criteria for establishing independent, instruc-
tional, and frustration'levelrts-exceedingly weak_pro-
fessional opinion is very supportivoof their acceptaxice.
Until more complete, more convincing, and more consis;
tent research results suggest adoption of some pthee set
of criteria, it seems best ,to employ those generally at=
tributed to Betts.

4. EiTors or miscuesoshoUld be an Iyzed both qualitatively
and quantitat'vely. Miscue anayssis or some simplified
adaptation of t seems a reasonable framework f4 a
qualitative anal sis.

5. The qualitative nalysis of oral reading errors or
miscues should fo r on the deviations from text that
take pipce at or very near a child's instructional level if
these are to be used to make re-Commendations for in-
struction.

6. Until more research results are available, it seems un-
Wise Co calculate accuracy of an oral reading score that
takes into account the psycholinguistic properties of the
miscue or error. It would seem that new criteria for
reading levels would need to be developed blased on,such
an analysis. Calcu ating the accuracy of an- wral reading
score based on the olinguistie properties of the er-
ror would seem to alter the traditional criteria in an
unknown fashion. The same.can be said of any major
changes in basic IRI procedures which lead to alterations
of student performance levels; such changes would seem
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likely to require similar adjuStments in the traditional
criteria.

7. More studies are needed which attempt to establish the
validity of informal evaluation and the criteria that
should be used in establishing levels by determining
how well IRI results predict the amount of progress that
children make in reading.

8. Future efforts need tg be directed towards the design of
question writing guidelines which will allow the creation
of more discriminable questions which result in a stable
attribution of reading levels.

There are many questions that. remain unanswered and
issues that remain unresolved with respect to the use of the infor-
Mal reading inventory. It seems likely that this will not diminish
the popularity of the approach since many, perhaps most, of those
issues are not unique to infOrmal reading inventories, but are
shared by other approaches to reading evaluation. The strength
of the IRI very likely lies in the close match that it can allow be-
tween testing and teachings Because we see this as the central
character tic of IRIs, we also see a guiding principle for how to
decide on the details of administering, scoring, and interpreting
IRAsdo" things ti) way you would do them when teaching
reading.
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